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This study focused on three different menu designs each with their own unique 
interactions and organizational structures to determine which design features would perform the 
best. Fifty-four participants completed 27 tasks using each of the three designs. The menus were 
analyzed based on task performance, accuracy, usability, intuitiveness, and user preference. 
Also, an analysis was conducted between two different menu organization styles: top-down 
menu organization (Method-TD) and bottom-up organization (Method-BU). There was no 
evidence that demographic factors had any effect on the overall results. By and large, the 
Stacked menu design received very positive results and feedback from all the participants. The 
Spatial design received average feedback with some participants preferring it while others 
struggled to use it and felt that it was too physically demanding. The worst performer was the 
Radial design that consistently ranked last and failed to pass usability and accuracy tests. A 
NGOMSL study was conducted to determine any differences in performance between a top-
down menu organizational approach and a bottom-up approach or differences between the 
predicted task completion times and the reported times. The results of this study predicted that 
the Spatial design should have taken the least amount of time to perform, however, the 
 
 
experimental results showed that the Stacked design in fact out-performed the Spatial design’s 
task completion times. A potential explanation as to why the Stacked outperformed the Spatial is 
the increased physical demand of the Spatial design not anticipated with the NGOMSL analysis 
because of a design feature which caused a high level of cumbersomeness with the interactions. 
Overall, there were no statistical differences found between Method-TD and Method-BU, but a 
large difference found between the predicted times and observed times for Stacked, Radial, and 
Spatial. Participants overwhelmingly performed better than the predicted completion times for 
the Stacked design, but then did not complete the tasks by the predicted times for the Radial and 
Spatial. This study recommends the Stacked menu for VR environments and proposes further 
research into a Stacked-Spatial hybrid design to allow for the participant’s preferred design 
aspects of both designs to be used in a VR environment.  
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Virtual Reality (VR) has become an extremely popular technology over the past few 
years and is gaining more momentum in the classroom and in industry training applications. 
Pushing the boundaries of traditional education, virtual reality for learning has found a niche in 
engineering, specifically in training applications along with many other industries such as 
healthcare and education. With the affordability of gaming computers and VR headsets, more 
people are looking to the virtual world to educate and train themselves and others. There are 
several obvious benefits of using VR from allowing training when safety factors prevent on-site 
training, to giving a visual aspect of theory which was traditionally taught via lecture style. An 
example of applying VR in an academic setting to teach theoretical concepts is the use of a 
virtual fast food restaurant where the user can observe a queue and servers to illustrate queuing 
theory (Hamilton et al., 2018). Using VR is not only innovative, it can also allow for higher 
levels of retention of the information given within the environment.  According to Norris et. al., 
learning retention rates are significantly higher when students can “learn by doing” or can “learn 
by teaching others.” Figure 1.1 details the different learning styles along with the percentage of 
information retention (Norris, Spicer, & Byrd, 2012). The simple fact that “learning by doing” 
surpasses most traditional learning techniques and has helped to heighten the allure of VR. 
However, because of VR’s novelty, limited research has been conducted to determine the 




Figure 1.1 Learning Retention Rates Chart 
 
1.1 Background  
A designer once said, “people ignore design that ignores people” (Stevens & Chimero, 
2018). A good design is a necessity for a successful product. When technology is difficult to use, 
users tend to dislike it and effort that is supposed to be put into the goal of the technology instead 
is used in overcoming steep learning curves or high mental workloads caused by the product. VR 
environments incorporate both mental, physical, and user interface interactions all at once. With 
the complexity of these environment, design for usability is imperative. When considering VR 
interaction design, the main categories include, but are not limited to, user interaction with 
menus, user interaction with objects, and user inputs such as text or selections. Surveys that 
looked at design issues have identified strategies to help in the creation of a VR space: spatial 
references, relative gestures, two-handed interaction, multi-sensory feedback physical 
 
3 
constraints, head tracking, knowing information about the user’s task, spatial knowledge of the 
VR, user’s viewpoint, representation in the VR, objects in the vicinity, system initiative 
behavior, available actions, and action feedback (Hinckley, Pausch, Goble, & Kassell, 1994) 
(Kaur, 1997). Visual feedback is superior to audio and haptic feedback when in dense and 
occluded environments such as VR spaces, even though users prefer having multiple modes for 
feedback such as visual and audio together (Vanacken, Grossman, & Coninx, 2009).  
Research testing of differing computerized menu organization styles can be approached 
using several different Human Factors theories and tools such as the Human Model Processor 
and GOMS. The theory behind such tools stems from the research hypothesis that if a model can 
be built to illustrate how the user walks through the menu system, then a prediction can be made 
on how the user will react when using the system. This approach can not only predict 
performance, but also evaluate usability of the design and generate overall design guidelines. 
Probably the most widely used research technique used to model menu designs is called GOMS 
(Goals, Operators, Methods, Selection Rules) developed by Card, Moran, and Newell in 1983 
(Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983). The goal of a GOMS study is to achieve an “end state” or 
complete a task using the user interface in question, and to decompose the main goal into smaller 
sub-goals that separate out each action required to complete the task. KLM-GOMS (Keystroke-
level model) takes basic actions and evaluates them in a given sequence to perform the task. An 
example would be to 1) move a mouse pointer, 2) drag, 3) press the key, and finally 4) read 
dialog box. A GOMS model is predictive and specifically predicts the time it will take a user to 
perform the tasks under analysis (Hochstein, 2002).  By using this approach, the goal is to 
attempt to predict which methods/designs will be effectively used, if there is a preferred 
method/design, and which method/design reduces movement, time and memory bits needed 
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(Abowd et al., 2007). Since the original GOMS model was proposed by Card et. al., several 
variations of the model have been introduced. The KLM-GOMS is a simplified variant of GOMS 
and is used to model mouse-driven applications (B. John & Kieras, 1996) (Card, Stuart, Morn, 
Thomas, & Newell, 1980). A more complex variant is the Natural GOMS Language (NGOMSL) 
which uses natural language notions for the model. Different actions are represented in terms of 
an underlying cognitive theory known as cognitive complexity theory (CCT). This allows 
NGOMSL to incorporate internal operators which allows it to be used to estimate learning times 
(B. E. John, 1990). The Cognitive-Perceptual-Motor GOMS (CPM-GOMS) builds on the 
previously mentions models and assumes that perceptual, cognitive and motor operators can be 
performed simultaneously (Bonnie E. John & Kieras, 1996) (Card et al., 1983). It uses a PERT 
chart to represent operators and dependencies between operators and is also known as the 
Critical-Path-Method GOMS. This model assumes that visual perception, cognitive operations 
and eye movements can occur in parallel (Hochstein, 2002).  
In 2017, a computerized tool called the Cogulator was created to simplify the GOMS 
process, and allow for different variants of the GOMS model to be conducted including CPM-
GOMS, KLM-GOMS, and NCOMSL. Cogulator is an open-source software that uses many 
forms of GOMS to produce predicted task times with additions included that predict working 
memory load and mental workload (Estes, 2017). Cogulator.io is script-based and requires the 
user to develop predictive models through its own syntax, which represents the sub-goals of the 
process. Cogulator.io contains predefined actions that all have differing granularity for what 




Figure 1.2 Example of the Cogulator scripting interface 
 
Overall the Cogulator.io delivers modeling flexibility and comprehensive modeling 
functionality. One disadvantage of the Cogulator is the tediousness of creating models. In an 
evaluation of a nuclear power plant human-system interface, the Cogulator was found to have 
greater functionality that supported more comprehensive modeling of tasks in comparison with 
two similar options (KLM only and “CogTool”) (Kovesdi & Joe, 2019).   
When determining the preferred design, the use of the NGOMSL method via 
Cogulator.io could potentially highlight key design and performance variables and/or 
deficiencies between comparable menu designs. To assume that all menu users will perform 
equally with one menu design, or that previous best practices of menu design (e.g. seven items 
plus or minus one per page) apply within a VR environment is a gross assumption. VR 
environments change the rules by allowing users the freedom of more physical movement, and 
seemingly unlimited screen space, which before was the driving force behind many common 
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human interface design best practices. To fully evaluate a larger breadth of menu design features 
and to be cognizant of human factors principles, cognitive theory, and best practices; two menu 
design methods, at minimum, should be evaluated (Norman, 2008).  
This proposed study included two menu design methods that were each tested using three 
different interaction methods with corresponding design differences. Method-TD (top-down) 
follows a top-down menu layout approach and Method-BU (buttom-up) follows a bottom up 
approach (Gloag, 2003). These two layout styles were selected because of their prevalence in 
other, non-VR computerized menu designs and in previous research. Chin (1987) compared the 
two procedures using 25 commands for an automatic teller machine. The conclusion was that 
both the bottom-up and top-down sorting approaches can be used. Each menu design captured an 
important aspect of the menu structure that can be effectively combined to generate the menu. 
Because of the value shown through previous research of both methods when tested on computer 
screen, these methods should be reevaluated inside a virtual environment (Chin, 1987).  
 
1.2 Motivation 
As virtual reality continues to become more mainstream, there is a fundamental need to 
have usable, intuitive designs integrated into the virtual environments. Not only is the 
importance of understanding what design features in VR work well shown in the abundant 
literature, it has also been shown to be extremely important to research conducted at Mississippi 
State University, the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC), and local 




The MSU Institute for Systems Engineering Research (ISER) has started several research 
endeavors to study and build VR platforms for both Department of Defense (DOD) and for 
educational purposes. The U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) 
systems design teams are moving to “Set Based Design” which requires assembly of diverse 
inputs, models, historical data, and simulation into a single, very large trade-space of possible 
design options. A trade-space is a multi-variant mathematical trade-off design space which is 
used to identify optional design possibilities based on optimal boundary spaces (Brantley, 2002) 
(Ross, 2004). Optimal boundary spaces could include numerous variants such as cost, mission 
performance criteria, engine horsepower/size, and maximum flight speed.  These boundary 
conditions are used to reduce the set of choices until the entire space of possibilities is more fully 
understood.  
EDRC is the lead organization in developing the Engineering Resilient Systems (ERS) 
tool that will be used for trade-space evaluation. ERS is used to build combat systems that are 
responsive to increasingly complex and dynamic military missions, as well as provide tools that 
significantly amplify design options (trade-spaces) during the early stages of the DOD 
acquisition process. Military trade-spaces tend to be very large datasets (approximately 100+ 
columns by 1 million+ rows). Efforts are underway to visualize these large trade-spaces, both 
with traditional visualization techniques as well as within immersive virtual environments, using 
VR headsets and haptic/non-haptic controller devices. Because of this funded collaboration 
between ERDC and MSU, the need for optimally designed VR environments is of paramount 
importance.  
Not only in academic settings is this research needed, but also to further VR projects for 
industry trainings to help local Mississippi manufacturers and industries continue to improve and 
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move into the future. Innovative learning environments are needed especially in industry where 
the consequences of inadequate training are real and can be severe. Safety of the trainer and 
trainee is of utmost importance and for many industries, where workers are exposed to unsafe 
environments or machinery, conventional training methods may put both parties at risk. Using 
VR for safety training is not only innovative, it is also needed to emphasize the importance of the 
training. Many safety trainings and orientations are lecture or audio-video based and rely too 
heavily on behaviorist learning where learning is achieved through memorization and application 
of examples that are remembered (Johri & Olds, 2014). However, research has shown that a 
more interactive approach leads to greater information retention. When safety is a priority, 
virtual reality training is a much needed upgrade to process training in industry (Norris et al., 
2012).  
While safety may be a leading factor in the list of advantages to use VR for training in 
industry, there are other advantages of using this technology. From a cost perspective, over time 
using VR training reduces the number of people needed to teach lecture style or demonstration 
type trainings and reduces the time needed for preparation and, if demonstrating on an active 
industry site, reduces the chances of disturbance or temporary shutdown of equipment. An 
important aspect of building training materials is ensuring that the correct information and 
processes are being taught. From a training and information preservation and documentation 
perspective, using VR allows for industry to capture exactly what information they want to 
include in a training. This eliminates the possibility of wrong or outdated information being 
taught and serves as a great way to digitally record and preserve information, processes and 
training methods for future endeavors. Finally, using VR gives the trainee the advantage of 
learning by doing. The immersive and, when appropriate, interactive elements of VR improve 
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learning and retention rates, along with allowing for repetition of the training if needed without 
involving a physical trainer or a manufacturing line (Wall & Dalton, 2020).  
Examples of VR’s use in industry has become abundant over the past decade. Several 
industries have started using virtual reality to train their employees. Oil and gas industries are 
using the technology after it acknowledged the change in learning styles of the new generation of 
engineers. Virtual products such as Endeavor Drilling STS, RGU Oil and Gas Institute VR, and 
PaleBlue Drilling Simulators are all enabling training in simulated environments (“Endeavor 
Drilling Safety Training Simulators,” 2019) (“PaleBlue Drilling Technology,” 2019) (“RGU Oil 
and Gas Institute,” 2019).  Different studies have been done with oil well drilling VR simulators 
including: a simulator to train for avoiding existing wellbores, a study training users on correct 
well placement, and a safety training environment simulation that mimicked emergency 
situations on an off shore oil rig (Gruchalla, 2004) (Ramos Mota et al., 2016) (Brasil et al., 
2011). Use of VR training in the oil and gas field is mostly used to offset the costs of training on-
site where mistakes could cost a company millions of dollars and cause serious accidents.  
Another field where safety is of the utmost importance and on-site training is difficult is 
the mining and construction industries. VR training for safety in the mining industry has been 
studied and provided simulated exposure to real-world working conditions without the associated 
risks (Van Wyk & De Villiers, 2009). Likewise, to combat the costs of on the job training in the 
construction business, VR environments are being used to provide a risk-free environment for 
learning without the safety and cost risks of real construction projects (Goulding, Nadim, 
Petridis, & Alshawi, 2012).  
The medical field is also taking advantage of VR training to provide positive outcomes of 
VR surgical simulations to train doctors and surgeons. The medical field, more so than other 
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fields, requires precise manual and technical skills. An example for VR training for a fiberoptic 
bronchoscopy invasive procedure was outlined in the journal article by Colt et. al. Previous 
training for this procedure was performed on real patients. This new VR simulation allowed new 
surgeons to learn and practice their skills on a virtual person and hopefully reduced any errors 
that might have occurred on an actual patient (Colt, Crawford, & Galbraith, 2001).  
Even in manufacturing, training using VR is becoming more popular. Manufacturing jobs 
usually require special skills and involve work around heavy equipment, that when not used 
properly can cause serious injury. Workplace injury prevention is a main benefit for VR training 
along with creating standard operating procedures digitally that can be reused saving the 
company time and money. Hamilton-Ryker is a staffing company in Mississippi and after seeing 
the potential that VR training can give to manufacturers they implemented a VR forklift training 
in their facility. This forklift training has been very successful for them and they can use it to 
determine if a prospective person looking for a manufacturing job is capable of safely driving a 
fork lift once they are hired in a real manufacturing setting (“Hamilton-Ryker Uses Virtual 
Reality To Assess And Train Workers On Forklifts,” 2019).  
At Mississippi State University (MSU), the Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems 
Extension (CAVS Extension) is trying to meet the needs of industry in the state of Mississippi 
through research and training. Not only are large, multi-million-dollar companies wanting to 
implement VR technology, but also small and medium sized manufactures. As of December 
2019, several large industrial companies had either implemented VR training in their facility or 
were in the process of implementing with more industry requesting demonstrations and proposals 
for personalized VR modules to be created. The researchers at CAVS Extension saw this need 
and responded by offering (1) guidance to these companies to ensure VR training would meet 
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their needs, (2) VR content creation, and (3) recommendations on hardware, software, and 
module content.  
Numerous commercial businesses have also been established over the past decade to fill 
the industry need for VR training and have provided a great benchmark for different design 
methods. Once such example is the California based company Strivr. Strivr focuses on 
immersive learning, specifically VR, for industry training to “transform employee performance”. 
Having their beginnings in the realm of training football players with VR, Strivr now builds VR 
training content for companies such as Walmart and Verizon. The design formula primarily used 
by Strivr designers include a 360-degree video with imbedded interactions and test questions that 
together make up training modules to be viewed inside VR headsets (Strivr Labs Inc., 2020). The 
success of this formula was a determining factor for MSU’s design decisions and development of 
other industry training modules.  
 
1.3 Objective  
The main objective of this research is to measure the task performance, accuracy, 
usability, intuitiveness, and overall user preference of three different menu interactions and 
designs within a data analytics virtual reality environment and to determine any differences 
between the Cogulator’s model results and two different organizational styles. The proposed VR 
environment will provide users with access to three different menu systems, each with their own 
unique user interactions. Users will be asked to perform a series of data analysis tasks (i.e. 
creation of three-dimensional graphs from a given data set) with each design. The experimental 
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VR environment design software, as well as other statistical methods and surveys (e.g. ANOVA, 
NASA TLX, Demographics survey) will be employed to conduct this research.  
 
This research aims to: 
• Design and build three unique menu systems with corresponding user interaction 
methods.  
• Analyze the task performance, accuracy, usability, intuitiveness, and overall user 
preferences of each interaction design. 
• Support understanding of the optimal user interaction and menu design for future 
virtual reality environments.  
• Investigate demographic factors that might affect performance. 
• Investigate any differences between Method-TD (top-down), Method-BU 




1.4 Organization of Work 
1.4.1 Scope of Research 
This research developed three interaction and menu designs: two-dimensional stacked 
menu UI, touchpad radial UI, and spatial three-dimensional UI for testing to compliment the data 
analytics virtual reality engine the “Immersive Visualization Exploratory Engine” (IVEE). IVEE 
is a research project that is funded by the US Army Corp of Engineers Research and 
Development Center in Vicksburg, MS. These three menu designs were incorporated into 
Unity3D software and tested for ease of use, intuitiveness, task accuracy, and preference.  
This research will follow the following work breakdown structure:  
Table 1.2 Work Breakdown Structure 
Task Title 
1 Review existing VR menu design and interaction literature 
1.1 Identify the current themes of the existing methods of VR menu design and 
interactions.  
1.2 Address the main limitations and gaps concerning the present designs and 
techniques.  
2 Menu and interaction scenario development 
2.1 Create Menu Designs in Unity, Method-TD and Method-BU.  
3 Testing of Menu Designs 
3.1 Call for participation  
3.2 Administer pre-testing surveys to the user and collect demographics data 
3.3 Test Menu Designs in virtual environment  
3.4 Collect objective data  
3.5 Collect subjective data via post-experiment surveys 
3.6 Compile results  
 
1.4.2 Task 1 – Review existing VR menu design and interaction literature  
The objective of this task is to have an extensive literature review of the current VR menu 




Task 1.1 - Identify the current themes of the existing methods of VR menu design 
and interactions.  
The intent is to identify what has worked well for similar computer interactions, and 
investigate previously designed menu and interaction systems.  
 
Task 1.2 - Address the main limitations and gaps concerning the present designs 
and techniques. 
After an extensive literature review, it was found that there has not been a study 
conducted that specifically compared the stacked menu, radial menu and spatial menu designs, 
however, all three are being used in current virtual reality environments and games. There is a 
necessity to focus attention on the need to evaluate these designs to identify if a design and 
interaction is preferred or performs better.  
 
1.4.3 Task 2 – Menu and interaction scenario development & testing 
The development of the menu designs and interactions will be as follows: 
 
 Task 2.1 – Create menu designs (3) in Unity3D, Method-TD and Method-BU   
Stacked Menu – build a menu system, using Unity 3D software, that is a grouping of 
stacked buttons (i.e. 2D buttons are arranged in space along the same vertical plane) that all sit 
on a menu panel inside of the VR environment. The user interacts with the menu system by 
pointing a ray-cast (laser) onto the menu buttons with their hand-held controllers and selecting 
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the buttons (clicking), via the trigger button on the controllers, that are pointed to with the ray-
cast. In this method, the menu system is always visible in the scene.  
Radial Menu – build a radial menu system, using Unity 3D software, that is a grouping of 
buttons that are arranged in a circle around the user’s hand-held controllers. The user interacts 
with the buttons by rotating the thumb-stick button on the controller and pressing down on the 
button to select a menu option. In this method the menu system is only visible in the scene when 
the user has his/her thumb over the controller’s thumb-stick button. This means that when the 
user places their thumb on top of the thumb-stick button the menu options will appear and will 
then disappear when the thumb is lifted off of the thumb-stick button.  
Spatial Menu – utilize the pre-existing menu system, created in Unity 3D by Mississippi 
State researchers, where the menu options appear in space arranged in a circle around the user’s 
hand controller and are selected by the user moving their hand to touch a menu item. In this 
method, the menu system is only visible in the scene when the user has clicked the “A” button on 
the hand-held controllers to toggle the menu system on. 







Figure 1.3 Different Menu Designs 
(a)   2D Stacked Menu Design using Ray-Casting 
(b)   Touchpad Radial Menu Design using Hand-Held Controllers 
(c)   Spatial Menu Design using Controller Movement Only 
 
Method-TD – this method details the steps the user will take to complete the assigned 
task (i.e. the assigned graph, given the variables), within each menu design scene. Method-TD 
follows a top-down approach to menu design which is an approach that starts with the general 
concept or overarching system and repeatedly breaks it down into its component parts (Gloag, 
2003).  
 




Method-BU - this method details the steps the user will take to complete the assigned 
task (i.e. the assigned graph, given the variables), within each menu design scene. Method-BU 
follows a bottom-up approach to menu design which is an approach that is opposite of top-down 
and starts with the component parts and repeatedly combines them to achieve the general concept 
(Gloag, 2003).  
 
Figure 1.5 Method-BU Bottom-Up: Steps for Graph creation in VR environment 
 
1.4.4 Task 3 – Testing of Menu Design 
The testing of the menu designs and interactions will be as follows:  
 
  Task 3.1 – Call for participation  
A formal invitation to be involved in the study will be administered to the industrial and 
systems engineering undergraduate and graduate students via email, along with individuals in the 
Starkville community. The email invitation will include the location of the study along with an 
email address by which they can schedule a time and date to come participate in the study. The 





Task 3.2 – Administer pre-testing surveys to the user and collect demographics 
data 
Each participant will be asked to complete a consent form detailing the study and the 
tasks that will be asked. Each participant will then be asked to complete a demographics survey 
where gender, age, and nationality information will be collected. Also, each participant will be 
asked to complete a pre-testing survey on prior VR and gaming experience.  
The survey questions used are pulled from a previous virtual reality studies performed by 
the Mississippi State University Institute for System Engineering Research (ISER) study that had 
users performing tasks within a virtual environment wearing the Oculus Rift S headset and from 
examples of other VR research questionnaires that have been published (Huang, Rauch, & Liaw, 
2010). The survey questions are listed below.  
Demographic Questions: 
1. Gender: Male / Female                   
2. Age range:   18-25, 26-30, 31-35, 36-45, 46-55, 56+ 
3. Student Ranking: undergraduate / graduate 
4. Nationality: International, non-American citizen / American citizen  
 
Experience Questions:  
1. How do you evaluate your knowledge in virtual reality technology?  
0 (None)     1 (basic)      2 (Average)       3(Above Average)         4(Expert) 
2. How would you rate yourself in regards to video game playing 
experience? 
0 (None)     1 (basic)      2 (Average)       3(Above Average)         4(Expert) 
3. How would you rate yourself in regards to general computer experience 
and knowledge? 




Additionally, new health questions will be asked to ensure the health and safety of the 
participants, along with adhering to IRB guidelines. These questions are listed below.  
1. In the past 2 weeks, have you been in close contact with anyone with 
confirmed COVID-19 virus who is still in their isolation period or still has 
symptoms? 
2. In the last 2 weeks, have you been in close contact with anyone who is 
currently awaiting their COVID-19 test results? 
3. Have you had a fever and cough within the last 24 hours that you cannot 
attribute to another known health condition? 
4. Have you had a shortness of breath within the last 24 hours that you cannot 
attribute to another known health condition? 
5. Do you feel generally unwell for any reason? For example, do you have a new 
unexplained muscle aches, new sore throat, new GI distress or other new 
changes in your health that you cannot attribute to another known health 
condition or specific activity? 
 
Task 3.3 - Test Menu Designs in virtual environment 
A total of 54 participants will be used in the study and will be recruited from Mississippi 
State University and the Starkville community. This number of participants is in-line with other 
similar virtual reality studies including a virtual reality for education study that had 56 
participants to achieve an equal split of the 10 different variables collected (Hamilton et al., 
2018) and another study that used 37 participants looking at virtual reality systems to learn 
relative motion concepts (Kozhevnikov & Gurlitt, 2013). 
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• Inclusion: Participants must be 18 or older to participate and sign a participation 
agreement form stating they understand all the associated risks involved with VR 
use. Risk include, but are not limited to, simulation sickness, eye strain, and 
nausea.  
• Exclusion:  
o Women who are pregnant will not be allowed to participate in this study 
for safety reasons.  
o Individuals who are experts at virtual reality environment creation and/or 
computer menu design experts. Expert is defined as an individual who 
currently hold a job that includes virtual reality or menu building job tasks 
and/or has an advanced degree in menu design, or virtual reality.  
• 27 participants will be older participants (subjects over the age of 30) and the 
remaining 27 subjects will be under the age of 30.  
• 27 participants will be male subjects and the remaining 27 subjects will be female.  
• Each user should expect to spend approximately 25 seconds to complete one task 
and approximately 30 minutes completing the entire study (including training 
time and swapping between interaction design environments). 
• Individuals administering the study must complete IRB training.  
•  Each participant will be given a user number that will correspond to the computer 
used, the order of Menus given, and the survey’s completed. 
• Each participant will be randomly assigned the order of the menu designs to 
interact with to allow for within-subject study of the three menu designs. See 
Appendix for Random Assignment. 
• Each participant will complete three rounds of tasks within each menu design 
scene to complete a total of 27 tasks.  
• Each Menu scene will have a video tutorial included within the scene that gives 
instructions to the user on how to interact with the tools, and environment, along 
with the tasks displayed clearly within the scene at all times.  
• Each user should expect to spend approximately 1.5 mins watching the video 
tutorial in each scene.  
• The steps to create each type of graph are identical for all the tasks, along with the 
sequence each task is given, for each Method type. 
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• The study will be conducted on a ThinkPad Lenovo laptop with Oculus Rift S 
headsets and hand controllers. The study can be administered in a variety of 
locations that meets the Oculus Rift criteria for safe virtual reality use (“Get 
Ready for Rift S,” 2019).  
• Oculus Recommends: 
o A play area of at least 3 feet by 3 feet and 6.5 feet for room-scale.  
o Be cognizant of the attached cable  
o Give users the option to stand or sit while wearing the headset   
 
Table 1.3 Example task list for one participant using Method-TD Stacked Menu 
Stacked 
Menu 
Round 1  
Task 1 Create a Scatter Plot from the following variables (X, Y, Z) from File 2 
 Task 2  Create a Histogram from the following variable (Z) from File 3  
 Task 3  Create a Line Graph from the following variables (A, B) from File 1 
 
Round 2  
Task 1 Create a Scatter Plot from the following variables (D, E, F) from File 2 
 Task 2  Create a Histogram from the following variable (G) from File 3  
 Task 3  Create a Line Graph from the following variables (H, I) from File 1 
 
Round 3  
Task 1 Create a Scatter Plot from the following variables (J, K, L) from File 1 
 Task 2  Create a Histogram from the following variable (M) from File 2  




Table 1.4 Example task list for one participant using Method-TD Radial Menu 
Radial 
Menu 
Round 1  
Task 1 Create a Scatter Plot from the following variables (X, Y, Z) from File 2 
 Task 2  Create a Histogram from the following variable (Z) from File 3  
 Task 3  Create a Line Graph from the following variables (A, B) from File 1 
 
Round 2  
Task 1 Create a Scatter Plot from the following variables (D, E, F) from File 2 
 Task 2  Create a Histogram from the following variable (G) from File 3  
 Task 3  Create a Line Graph from the following variables (H, I) from File 1 
 
Round 3  
Task 1 Create a Scatter Plot from the following variables (J, K, L) from File 1 
 Task 2  Create a Histogram from the following variable (M) from File 2  





Table 1.5 Example task list for one participant using Method-TD Spatial Menu 
Spatial 
Menu 
Round 1  
Task 1 Create a Scatter Plot from the following variables (X, Y, Z) from File 2 
 Task 2  Create a Histogram from the following variable (Z) from File 3  
 Task 3  Create a Line Graph from the following variables (A, B) from File 1 
 
Round 2  
Task 1 Create a Scatter Plot from the following variables (D, E, F) from File 2 
 Task 2  Create a Histogram from the following variable (G) from File 3  
 Task 3  Create a Line Graph from the following variables (H, I) from File 1 
 
Round 3  
Task 1 Create a Scatter Plot from the following variables (J, K, L) from File 1 
 Task 2  Create a Histogram from the following variable (M) from File 2  
 Task 3  Create a Line Graph from the following variables (N, P) from File 3 
 
 Task 3.4 – Collect Objective Data  
The menu designs will be evaluated using the following variables: 
Accuracy will be measured through the Unity3D software to determine if each task is 
completed correctly. The software will record how many incorrect selections were made. The 
user will not see this score.  
Time to complete – will be measure through the Unity3D software by a timer that will 
begin when the participant begins each round. This will determine if a menu design or interaction 
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is easier or more intuitive to the participant, and also illustrate the shape of the learning curve for 
each design.  
 
Task 3.5 – Collect Subjective Data via post-experiment surveys 
The menu designs will be tested by the following variables: 
Usability or ease of use - will be measured by survey questions answered by users after 
they have completed the tasks.  
Intuitiveness – will be measured through survey questions and NASA TLX survey 
results, specifically looking at the frustration factor. The NASA TLX is a widely used subjective 
assessment tool that rates perceived mental workload. 
User Preference – will be measured through survey questions. 
 
Task 3.6 – Compile Results  
Results from this study will be compiled into three written journal articles.  
• Article 1 will focus on Method-TD and Method-BU for the three menu designs 
and the NGOMSL analysis  
• Article 2 will focus on the task performance and accuracy between the three menu 
designs  
• Article 3 will focus on usability, intuitiveness, and user preference between the 
three menu designs 
The results will give insight into which menu design improves virtual interaction, 
productivity within the virtual environment, and best accomplishes the goal of a menu, which is 




1.4.5 Expected Results and Limitations 
The results from this study are expected to show that the spatial menu design and 
Method-TD (top-down) will ranker higher for usability and intuitiveness vs. the other two 
methods. It is also hypothesized that the spatial menu design will be the preferred method and 
that users under age 30 will outperform users over 30. The results are expected to show no 
statistical difference between gender, but some differences in accuracy and time to complete 
between age groups, as well as participants that stated they had previous virtual reality 
experience vs. those who did not. Differences between participants that state they do not have 
much computer or video game experience (novices) and those who do (experts) are hypothesized 
to show-up in the results. For all five variables (task-performance, accuracy, usability, 
intuitiveness, and user preference), it is expected that expert participants will outperform the 
novice participants in every category, regardless of method type or menu design. These expected 
results are derived from both a detailed look at similar published results between novice and 
expert participants and from the researcher’s personal experience using VR industry trainings. 
Chen et.al. looked at differences in novice and expert performances when using a hypermedia 
learning system. This system presented content in non-sequential formats and allowed students 
to develop their own learning paths. While this example was not performed in a virtual 
environment, the concept of using a hypermedia learning system mirrors some of the flexibility 
in learning that is available through the use of virtual environments and thus can be used as a 
comparable comparison. They found that the participants prior knowledge had significant effects 
on the student’s learning and task completion with experts and novices showing different 
preferences and requiring different levels of navigational support. The user interfaces used in the 
system caused confusion and disorientation with novices, however, they found that visual cues 
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and a hierarchical map style navigation system helped the novices to accomplish the tasks. 
Improvement suggestions that were made included showing the users where they were within the 
menu system, showing where the users had been, and providing a guided tour of the menu 
systems prior to the experiment (S. Y. Chen, Fan, & MacRedie, 2006). Jenkins et. al. also 
researched different information seeking strategies between novices and experts. His findings 
support this research’s hypothesis that novice experts will prefer Method-BU, but the expert 
users will prefer Method-TD. Jenkins found that when participants were asked to look for 
medical information with search engines the experts used a top-down or “depth-first” locating 
style, while the novices used a bottom-up or “breadth-first” style. These findings suggest that the 
content’s structure affects performance based on the participants level of knowledge (Jenkins, 
Corritore, & Wieenbeck, 2003). Other similar research detailed in Chen et. al. show that 
navigational performance in terms of speed and accuracy are also affected by experience levels. 
Experts were found to perform better in both areas because they had a better concept of the 
subject matter. Interestingly, novices were found to perform better at browsing for information 
and using mixed structure navigational systems. However, in other studies the hierarchical 
context structure for menus was found to be appropriate for novices because it provides clear 
insights into conceptual structure and the document structure of the system which helps the 
novice integrate their knowledge (S. Y. Chen et al., 2006). In this study, a hierarchical menu 
structure is used for all three designs and two methods in order to not hinder the performance of 
novice participants.  
Limitations of the study include the participants’ familiarity with VR systems, the 
lengthiness of the study, and the limited number of headsets and systems available for this 
research.  There are also documented limitations with using the GOMS approach. One 
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significant limitation is that GOMS predictions are only valid when the user does not make any 
errors. When testing participants, it is hypothesized that a range of experience will be included 
and thus will create a range in the total time to complete the tasks in the results. Unfortunately, 
the Cogulator cannot create a range for task time to show differences between novice and expert 
users. While this limitation is accounted for and will be documented when results are collected, it 
is still a limitation because even experts will make mistakes. The code or “process steps” that are 
inputted into the Cogulator, in theory, could be changed to emulate the differences between how 
an expert and novice would potentially behave. However, these changes would be determined 
solely by the researcher’s opinions and would be extremely difficult to validate. Because of the 
near impossibility to accurately predict how a novice would perform, any updates to the 
Cogulator code to forcefully create a range would be outside the scope of this research. Also, the 
original GOMS does not consider novices who are learning a system and, in this experiment, all 
the participants will be first time users of the system. The NGOMSL model does attempt to 
model the time required to learn a task and includes additional steps that can be added to account 
for this limitation (Hochstein, 2002). Because of the nature of this study the NGOMSL model’s 





2.1 Introduction  
Virtual Reality (VR) technologies are increasingly being used in many applications such 
as gaming, military, and educational domains. The Mississippi State University (MSU) Institute 
for Systems Engineering Research (ISER) has started several research endeavors to study and 
build VR platforms for both Department of Defense (DOD) and educational purposes. With 
increasing interest within systems design teams, the idea of “Set Based Design” which requires 
assembly of diverse inputs, models, historical data, and simulation into a single, very large trade-
space of possible design options has driven the exploration further into the many uses of VR. A 
trade-space is a multi-variant mathematical trade-off design space which is used to identify 
optional design possibilities based on optimal boundary spaces (Brantley, 2002; Ross, 2004). 
Optimal boundary spaces could include numerous variants such as cost, mission performance 
criteria, engine horsepower/size, and maximum flight speed.  These boundary conditions are 
used to reduce the set of choices until the entire space of possibilities is more fully understood. 
Researchers, when using large amounts of data, are limited, in terms of screen space while 
producing visualizations when working with the standard computer monitors. The use of VR is 
being investigated as a solution that would allow researchers to visualize data without any screen 
space limits. However, the use of VR presents its own challenges and ensuring a VR 
environment has been designed to easily accommodate its users and be a useful tool has been the 
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subject of many research articles. A common issue in the design and building of virtual 
environments is the need for a better understanding of overall environmental design, how users 
interact with three-dimensional objects, and how visualizations are displayed within the VR 
environment. The problem is that there are not standards or affordances for overall 
environmental designs and manipulation of user interface (UI) controls in an immersive virtual 
space. This paper presents a literature review of the research methods that have already been 
developed for VR visualizations, commonly used environment design aspects, the positives and 
negatives of VR use in the literature, and discusses conclusions about the creation of future VR 
systems for overall usability. The purpose of this comprehensive literature review is to review 
the current literature on VR environment designs, best practices, interaction techniques and other 
factors that directly relate to the overall design of a VR system. 
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Study Design  
Many studies have been performed using VR technology and detail the methods used, the 
respective results, and overall success rates of these methods. This research study will compile 
the respective literature with the purpose of identifying which design practices, interaction 
techniques, and other human-computer interaction factors have been previously used to further 
VR environment development and use. The results of this research study can help other VR 
designers choose the appropriate design methods to best fit the VR systems overall goals and aid 
in the overall usability of the VR system for its future users. To complete the goal of establishing 
a baseline of what current design and interaction techniques have been used in past VR 
environments or in human-computer interactions that have a direct application to VR system use, 
the research team developed the following questions based on VR practitioner feedback:  
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Q1: What methods have previously been designed and used for visualizing data within a 
three-dimensional space and/or within a digital, computerized environment?  
Q2: What software and hardware systems are available for designers to use and which 
have shown to give designers the most success?  
Q3: What are some common techniques for interaction design and what is their reported 
usability?  
Q4: What role does pre-attentive processing take when designing for a VR system? 
Q5: What are the reported negative and positives of using VR systems? 
A literature study design was followed to answer these questions and the results will aid 
VR design practitioners in a gaining a better understanding of what best practices should be used 
when creating a VR environment.  
 
2.2.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 
To be included, studies had to meet the following criteria: (a) present empirical research 
or a review of design characteristics that affect VR systems; (b) present best practices or 
recommendations of researched VR systems; (c) provide information applicable to an interactive 
computer system. The author reviewed articles related to these criteria and inclusion was 
considered broadly to identify any novel methods of unique presentation that could be applied to 
the subject of VR system design. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were used to initially screen 
articles based on title/abstract, followed by a full manuscript review. Articles that were included 






2.2.3 Literature Search 
A literature search was conducted using a Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) checklist. Searches were conducted between August 
2018 and July 2020 and included critical keywords that included but are not limited to: virtual 
reality, VR trainings, VR environments, computer trainings, ray-casting, VR interactions, data 
entry, data visualizations, etc. Search engines included: Academic Search Premier, University 
Discovery Service and On-Line Catalog, EBSCOhost, and Google Scholar. No date restrictions 
were applied to the searches. 
 
2.2.4 Data Extraction 
Data extraction was conducted by identifying key factors and methods in each article that 
directly aligned with a successful VR system and environment. Subtleties within the differing 
research methods were considered, especially when differing VR design methods resulted in an 
improved design. These differences were recorded and further labelled as possible methods to 
use. Research biases were not considered to have an effect on this analysis, due to the intentional 
inclusion of a wide variety of methods used for computer simulations and trainings.  
 
2.2.5 Data Grouping  
Different factors that affect VR environment designs identified through the literature 




2.2.6 Meta-Analytic Procedure  
Mendeley software was used to group factors by environmental categories and Microsoft 
Excel was used to conduct a frequency analysis of factor occurrence in the literature. Research 
sample size and methodology were considered but not used as an exclusion factor due to the 
wide variety of methods found within the literature. Advanced statistical analysis was not 
considered applicable as the intent was to identify methods and factors that influence VR 
environment designs and interactions.  
2.3 Results  
2.3.1 Sample 
The literature review began with 1,710,714,285 results, the vast majority of which were 
considered non-applicable due to being presented based on a partial key word hit. After 
conducting an initial abstract and title screening, 2,395 articles were selected to be reviewed 
further. After a full manuscript review, 50 manuscripts were used in the meta-analysis with the 
majority detailing experimental research.  
2.3.2 PRISMA Flow Chart 
The article inclusion process was documented using the PRISMA flow diagram method 




Figure 2.1 PRISMA Flowchart 
 
2.3.3 Analysis of Factors 
A frequency analysis was conducted to identify the most commonly occurring design 




Table 2.1 Frequency Analysis Summary of Studies 
Authors (Year) Type of Study Identified Factors 
(Dalton, 2016) Systematic Review Visualizations 
(Marr, 2016) Systematic Review Visualizations 
(Warfel, 2016) Systematic Review Visualizations 
(Theart, Loos, & Niesler, 2017) Experimental Research Visualizations 
(Teo, Normal, Adcock, & 
Thomas, 2017) 
Experimental Research Visualizations, 
Color 
(Cho, Ko, Shim, & Jang, 2017) Experimental Research Visualizations 
(Sidjanin, 1998) Experimental Research Visualizations 
(Acevedo, Vote, Laidlaw, & 
Joukowsky, 2001) 
Experimental Research Visualizations 
(Bergé, Aouf, Duval, & Coppin, 
2017) 
Experimental Research Software/Hardware 
(Orr, Macdonald, Iverson, & 
Hammond, 2015) 
Experimental Research Software/Hardware 
(Hinckley et al., 1994) Meta-Analysis Interaction Design 








Table 2.1 (continued)  
Authors (Year) Type of Study Identified Factors 
(Mahdjoub, Monticolo, Gomes, & 
Sagot, 2010) 
Experimental Research Interactive Design, 
Haptic Feedback 
(Loup-Escande, Burkhardt, 
Christmann, & Richir, 2014a) 
Experimental Research Interactive Design 
(Reda et al., 2013a) Experimental Research Interactive Design 
(Aromaa & Väänänen, 2016) Experimental Research Interactive Design 
(Lawson, Salanitri, & Waterfield, 
2015) 
Experimental Research Haptic Feedback, 
VR Environment, 
Color 
(Grajewski, Górski, Zawadzki, & 
Hamrol, 2013a) 
Experimental Research Haptic Feedback, 
Hardware/Software, 
VR Environment 
(Pontonnier, Dumont, Samani, 
Madeleine, & Badawi, 2014a) 
Experimental Research Haptic Feedback 
(Vanacken et al., 2009) Experimental Research Haptic Feedback 








Table 2.1 (continued)  
Authors (Year) Type of Study Identified Factors 
(Schnack, Wright, & Holdershaw, 
2018) 
Experimental Research Haptic Feedback, 
Hardware/Software, 
VR Environment  
(McGregor, Bonnis, Stanfield, & 
Stanfield, 2017a) 
Experimental Research Haptic Feedback 
(Jeong, Jung, & Im, 2016) Experimental Research Ray-casting  
(Hong, Jeong, Kalay, Jung, & 
Lee, 2016) 
Experimental Research Ray-casting 
(Vanacken et al., 2009) Experimental Research Ray-casting, Haptic 
Feedback 
(Atienza, Cantero, & Escera, 
2001) 
Experimental Research Pre-attentive 
Processing 
(Zbrodoff, 1999) Experimental Research Pre-attentive 
Processing 
(Ramprasad, 2017) Experimental Research Pre-attentive 
Processing, Color 
(C. Wickens, Hollands, Banbury, 
& Parasuraman, 2013) 







Table 2.1 (continued)  
Authors (Year) Type of Study Identified Factors 
(Hossain, 2018) Systematic Review Pre-attentive 
Processing, Color, 
Spatial Position 
(Healey, 1992) Experimental Review Form, Color 
(Hicks et al., 2019) Meta-Analysis Form 
(Michalski & Grobelny, 2008) Experimental Review Color 
(Apperly, Williams, & Williams, 
2004a) 
Experimental Review Shapes 
(Lafer-Sousa & Conway, 2013) Experimental Review Color 
(Navarrete et al., 2013) Experimental Review Form, Pre-attentive 
Processing 
(Deregowski, 1980) Experimental Review Shapes 
(C. D. Wickens, Lee, Uu, & 
Becker, 2013) 
Experimental Research Shape 
(Chang et al., 2002) Systematic Review Pre-attentive 
Processing, Figure-
ground, Similarity 
(Gilbert, 2018) Experimental Research Color 
(Collinge, 2019) Experimental Research Color 




Table 2.1 (continued) 
Authors (Year) Type of Study Identified Factors 
(Wall, Blaha, Paul, Cook, & 
Endert, 2018) 
Experimental Research Pre-attentive 
Processing bias 
(Montano-Murillo, Subramanian, 
& Plasencia, 2017) 
Experimental Research VR Environments, 
Fatigue 
(Palmisano, Mursic, & Kim, 
2017a) 
Experimental Research Motion Sickness 
(Sharples, Cobb, Moody, & 
Wilson, 2008) 
Experimental Research Motion Sickness 
(Moschonas, Kaklanist, & 
Tzovaras, 2011) 
Experimental Research Haptic Feedback 
(Hackathorn & Margolis, 2017) Experimental Research VR Environment, 
Visualizations 
(Aras, Shen, & Noor, 2014a) Experimental Research Haptic Feedback 
 
2.4 Research Summary 
Q1: What methods have previously been designed and used for visualizing data within a 




2.4.1 Visualizations  
Over the past decade, several research efforts have been made in VR applications and 
how best to visualize information using this type of technology.  In August of 2016 the blog 
“Analytics means Business” stated that there are five top reasons to use VR for visualizations: 1. 
gives the viewer fewer distractions, 2. more space to use, 3. more natural interaction (i.e. can use 
hands and interact with an environment), 4. greater bandwidth for processing data (i.e. uses more 
senses besides sight), and 5. multidimensional data analysis (Dalton, 2016). According to 
Bernard Marr in his article “How VR will Revolutionize Big Data Visualizations”, he describes 
the ever-growing presence of VR in the technology industry and argues that visualization is the 
crucial last step in big data projects. There is a need for a more granular method of presentation 
to tell the full story of data analytics, and a need to find a simple way to identify and highlight 
correlations between billions of data points (Marr, 2016). The issue is how to take data that is not 
comprehensible to the human brain and make it understandable. VR may be the solution.  
Evan Warfel in his article “How VR is Poised to Fix Data Visualization” states that VR 
can help with probabilistic thinking, high dimensional data visualization, high information 
density, and provide context to fully understand a data set or system. Warfel used Anscombe’s 
famous quartet, figure below, to illustrate the benefits of visualizations. The quartet shows four 
data sets all with the same mean, correlation, variance, and best-fit line.  One could assume, by 
solely looking at the statistics, that there are no differences between data sets, only with 
visualization of each data set are the differences revealed (Warfel, 2016). VR can make 
perceiving differences in data easier, make large data sets less dense, and help data analytics be 
more intuitive. It forces data representation to be experiential and allows for a rapid change in 




Figure 2.2 Anscombe's Quartet 
 
VR equipment has recently become more affordable and is spurring research and 
development of visualization applications. One application is the use of VR to explore data 
visualization and assist in colocalization-analysis in biological microscopy. Colocalization refers 
to the observation of the spatial overlap between two (or more) different fluorescent labels, each 
having a separate emission wavelength, to see if the different targets are located in the same area 
of the cell or very near to one another. VR was essential in this research because it was useful to 
visualize colocalization abnormalities as opposed to just calculating it. Anomalies could now be 
seen, whereas before they were just represented through mathematics. The use of scatter plots 
and colors helped to distinguish between two alternatives. This application of data visualization 
in the biology field is an example of how the use of scatter plots and different colors, within a 
large VR environment, was extremely beneficial to the scientists. Understanding depth within a 
plot was another important aspect of using VR. Before VR environments, it was impossible to 
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accurately visualize true depth on a 2D screen and the alternatives to showing other dimensions 
tended to be misleading. Theart used Unity and several Graphical User Interface (GUI) panels to 
filter out different parameters in a given environment. Both the Leap motion hand tracking 
system and the Leap headset tracking with a traditional gamepad for input were tested. Both 
methods had pros and cons, but the gamepad proved most popular (Theart et al., 2017). Hand 
tracking systems required sensors that do not render accurate displays and are more 
computationally expensive vs. using a gamepad to interact in a VR environment. Also, the use of 
a gamepad tends to result in higher interaction accuracy and higher frame rates within the 
headset display.  
Several other research articles have been published within the last few years detailing the 
use of VR to enhance visualizations in different fields of study.  In the article “Data Fragment: 
Virtual Reality for Viewing and Querying Large Image Sets” the team investigated whether a 
VR platform was preferred over a non-VR platform for dealing with large image sets. They 
developed a new VR application and new interaction techniques to visualize these images in a 
3D world. They also leveraged Unity 3D and used the images’ metadata to query images. They 
evaluated two variables (speed and accuracy) using VR vs. a non-VR platform and concluded 
that VR was the preferred platform for both tested variables (Teo et al., 2017). Also, a proposed 
visualization system was created by Cho, et al., that could effectively recognize the surrounding 
environment in a teleoperation system via the exocentric (i.e. from outside looking in) and 
egocentric (i.e. from within looking out) view. The team created a robot that visualized three 
types of information: the attitude of the robot, the reachability map of the robot arm, and the 3D 
point cloud data that used colors to determine reachable areas. A camera on the robot would 
receive images of an environment that was unsafe for humans to enter. For example, tasks could 
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be accomplished by an operator working from the display in VR of the surroundings and areas 
obtainable to the robot arm and stay within a safe distance (Cho et al., 2017). 
The overall experience of using VR for visualizations proved to be essential in pushing 
research to the next level and unveiling aspects of the data that were previously not realized 
when working outside the 3D realm. The environmental quality of urban environments was 
researched according to computational cognitive mapping. The data visualization built was 
concerned with exploring different types of data and information through a graphical process. In 
the VR experiments, the researchers used simulation data to discover whether or not the VR 
environment was more useful in understanding the data. The improvements found after 
integrating their data into a VR platform were due to: higher visualization (i.e. more data could 
be easily seen together at one time), ease of exploration and evaluation, and that VR aided in 
decision making when doing data analytics (Sidjanin, 1998). Acevedo, et al., looked at the use of 
data visualization in VR to aid in analysis of archaeological data. The research team at Brown 
University created the ARCHAVE system to evaluate the hypothesis that providing 
archaeologists with an immersive VR system to analyze spatial data, together with artifact 
attributes, will allow them to gain knowledge otherwise unattainable through traditional 
methods. The ARCHAVE system ran in an 8x8x8 foot cave-like immersive environment with 
four display surfaces, three walls, and the floor.  The team built a geometric model of the site and 
populated it with visual representations of the artifacts, while the user interface permitted 
navigation. Archaeologists were able to see the dig site, trench digs, and sites were artifacts were 
found through a pair of LCD shutter glasses. These archaeologists were able to synthesize 
findings, test hypotheses, formulate new hypotheses, and pinpoint anomalies based on 
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connections they made while in the VR environment that would have been impossible to make 
using traditional methods (Acevedo et al., 2001).  
As detailed above, VR visualization research in a plethora of different disciplines has 
been an area of great interest as an aid to research teams within the past ten years. The use of VR 
has provided some level of improvement, visualization enhancement, and value-added elements 
to the research.  
 
2.4.2 Software and Hardware 
Q2: What software and hardware systems are available for designers to use and which 
have shown to give designers the most success?  
Unity 3D seemed to be the most common VR platform used by research teams because of 
its flexibility in which a designer could design any visualization environment needed. Unity3D is 
a  cross-platform simulation engine that supports both 2D and 3D graphics and uses C# as its 
primarily scripting language for coding the functionality of how the simulation will perform 
during execution (Unity.com, 2019). Berge details that VR visualizations were being used to 
view 3D point clouds for drone target validation. The research team used Unity 3D for its VR 
engine because of its ease of adding and changing VR settings in order to explore many available 
solutions (Bergé et al., 2017). The most current research article surveyed was about the use of 
Unity to visualize a mine. Researchers at the Office of Mine Safety and Health Research 
developed a visualization tool and the workflows required to pull data from several sources to 
create a data visualization application. Unity was the game engine of choice to create the 
interactive data visualization because of its ease of development and advanced renderings of 
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lights and physics which were built in applications. Unity also had the ability to create builds 
with numerous options for development, giving it flexibility for the end user. The Oculus Rift 
development kit provided a plugin for Unity to ease the development of the build for this 
display/interaction device. The inclusion of several custom user interfaces allowed the end user 
to control the perspective and to select which data was displayed. Several mine visualizations 
were created and tested on the Oculus Rift, which proved to be the most popular display 
technology with mine engineers. The visualization tool overall proved valuable for mine research 
in understanding and communicating the complex interactions of spatial and temporal data in 
underground mining operations (Orr et al., 2015).  
 
2.4.3 Interaction design 
Q3: What are some common techniques for interaction design and what is their reported 
usability?  
Not only is visualization important in VR, but also the overall design, usability, and how 
data entry is handled is essential to having an effective VR system. In Hinckley’s article “A 
Survey of Design Issues in Spatial Input” a survey of design issues identified six strategies to 
help in the creation of a VR space including: spatial references, relative gestures, two-handed 
interaction, multi-sensory feedback, physical constraints, and head tracking (Hinckley et al., 
1994). Several design properties were also identified in Kaur’s article and indicated that the 
implantation of these properties would improve usability. The properties included: knowing 
information about the user’s task, spatial knowledge of the VR, the user’s viewpoint, 
representation in the VR, objects in the vicinity, system initiative behavior, available actions, and 
action feedback. These properties and strategies were applied to the creation of the environment 
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as a whole; however, Kaur also evaluated design needs for each step in the VR environment 
through the use of an ergonomic tool. The cognitive walkthrough method was used for each 
interaction step to arrive at the final list of the design properties. The cognitive walkthrough 
method is a usability evaluation method in which users of the system work through a series of 
tasks and ask a set of questions from the perspective of the user in order to understand the 
system’s learnability for new users. The use of this method increased the quality of the design 
properties and was a good practice when designing VR systems (Kaur, 1997). Mahdjoub, et al., 
discuss three global design activities that were conducted with VR tools: usability analysis, 
related use, and ergonomic evaluations. A new VR tool was created named VRADU (virtual 
reality aided design of use) and this tool was integrated into product life cycle management. This 
tool supported the research and development teams to reuse engineering knowledge for 
improving their efficiency in developing new products (Mahdjoub et al., 2010).  Loup-Escande, 
et al., detailed how users, designers, and project leaders gather information during the building of 
a VR system. The three results were: a strong contribution of users in design, designers validated 
the needs of users, and they recognized that some of those needs could have been rejected, but 
then were validated (Loup-Escande, Burkhardt, Christmann, & Richir, 2014b). Both Mahdjoub 
and Loup-Escande illustrate the benefits of collaborative design between team members and 
show that the needs of users are better defined when they are involved at this stage of the design 
process. Multi-user collaboration is a necessary attribute to the design process of data analytics 
within VR and is pushing for collaborative analytics through this medium. VR would allow for 
multiple researchers to visualize and manipulate the same data set, in the same environment at 
the same time. This next level of 3D collaboration could bring great benefits to the data analysis 
process. In “Visualizing Large, Heterogeneous Data in Hybrid Reality Environments” the use of 
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multiple data sets being available in VR was emphasized. They stressed that designers need to be 
empowered to construct integrative visualizations that more effectively mash up 2D and 3D, 
temporal and multivariate data sets (Reda et al., 2013b). Case studies, mostly in the 
manufacturing world, have already shown that the use of VR improves visibility of critical data 
needed to make decisions and perform tasks. In “Suitability of Virtual Prototypes to Support 
Human Factors/Ergonomic Evaluation during the Design” the research team used AR and VR 
prototypes of a rock crushing machine to find that VR was more suitable to support the 
assessment of visibility, reach and use of the tool (Aromaa & Väänänen, 2016). The last aspect 
of general VR design that would aid in data entry and analytics is the attention to detail and 
surroundings in the environment. Special attention to backgrounds, textures, and color can either 
aid or distract from data shown in the environment. Modeling, modeling interactions, and clarity 
of models and interfaces in the system also play a big role in the usability. Modeling interactions 
were explored and broke it into three cycles: task/action cycle, explore/navigate cycle, and 
system initiative cycle. Task/action cycle interaction is the purposeful behavior in planning and 
completing user goals and evaluating the success of those actions. Explore/navigate cycle is 
opportunistic and displays less goal directed behavior when the user explores or searches for 
features of interest. System initiative cycle is the reactive behavior to prompts and events and to 
the system taking interaction control from the user (Kaur, 1997).  
 
2.4.4 Haptic Feedback 
Haptic feedback, such as haptic VR gloves, visual and audio feedback, contribute to the 
design of a VR environment and has been the subject of several research projects. Lawson found 
that haptic and force feedback, sound feedback and virtual context (i.e. visual feedback such as 
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labels or highlights) played a role in superior VR application designs (Lawson et al., 2015). In 
Grajewski’s article, the VR techniques in two case studies investigated the design of ergonomic 
manufacturing workspaces for stud welding, hole drilling, and manual assembly stations. The 
first case used a haptic device with force feedback, and the second used a head-mounted device 
with tracking and gesture recognition systems. The overall goal was to test and improve the 
ergonomics of the workstation. The results show that the haptic devices, which were created 
through 3D printing to mimic the actual tools in the real workstation, proved to be extremely 
effective for training individuals in a safe and cost-effective way. It also gave the users a more 
realistic environment over the tracking and gesture recognition systems (Grajewski, Górski, 
Zawadzki, & Hamrol, 2013b). The design of a workstation in a virtual environment was also 
researched by Pontonnier and used the design process of the Digital Mock-up (DMU) comparing 
simulated assembly tasks in real and virtual environments, and a virtual environment with haptic 
feedback. It was found that the largest gap in usability was between the real environment and the 
VR with haptic feedback and not as much difference was found between the real and VR 
environments. This study identified the need for better haptic feedback devices to improve the 
realism of the environment (Pontonnier, Dumont, Samani, Madeleine, & Badawi, 2014b). 
Vanacken showed that visual feedback was superior to audio or haptic feedback when in dense 
and occluded VR; however, the users did like the additional feedback and thought it added to the 
experience (Vanacken et al., 2009). Within a data analytics VR scenario, the environment will 
most likely be dense with data points, visualizations, and other interactions. Vanacken’s research 
indicates that for data analytical VR spaces, haptic feedback may not be the answer and visual 
feedback might prove more effective. The article “A Survey of 3D Object Selection Techniques 
for Virtual Environments” reviewed major 3D interaction techniques for 3D object selection, 
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specifically grabbing and pointing within a virtual environment. The research team surveyed 
techniques for 3D object selection for VR, looked at control through natural gestures, and 
analyzed major factors influencing selection performance (Argelaguet & Andujar, 2013). The 
use of VR gloves was preferred in a VR store over the hand-held controllers for tasks such as 
picking up food items off a shelf. Other research projects used gloves that tracked hand 
movement interactions within an ergonomic workspace area and found that VR gloves were 
preferred over the hand-held controllers. Another user group concluded that the cables on the 
Oculus headset were distracting (Mahdjoub et al., 2010) (Schnack et al., 2018). Haptic devices 
do not always have to be hand-held or worn on the hand. McGregor, et al., integrated big data 
analytics, VR and ARAIG (As Real as It Gets) gaming impact vest to support resilience 
assessment and development in tactical training for military purposes. They were able to send 
data from multi-sensory vest ARAIG to a combat simulation game and big data analysis platform 
(McGregor, Bonnis, Stanfield, & Stanfield, 2017b).  
 
2.4.5 VR Environments 
The environment itself was also considered to determine what the overall look of a virtual 
space should be. Lawson’s study found that depth perception helped with multi-sensory 
environments including visually rich environments, textured backgrounds, shadows, multi-
sensory interactions, and vivid colors (Lawson et al., 2015). The more realistic a virtual 




2.4.6 Ray-casting  
For selection of objects and user interactions with buttons, the use of ray-casting is 
common in virtual spaces. Ray casting is a technique for rendering three-dimensional images 
with complex light interactions by tracking a path of light through pixels on an image plane. 
Within Unity, objects can be selected and moved within the VR space by adding a collider to that 
object. This allows for the ray cast to identify the object and manipulate it as needed. In 
Argelaguet’s article, the VR was physically demanding and lacked intuitiveness. To combat this, 
ray casting has become popular, offering better control and allowing for the user to reach objects 
well beyond their natural reach in VR. Best practices found for selection techniques in a good 
design include the need to provide rapid selection, be accurate, easy to understand and control, 
and produce low levels of fatigue (Argelaguet & Andujar, 2013). The interaction techniques and 
3D menu design, researched by Jeong, et al., resulted in good user performance from an 
ergonomic evaluation of the design of stereoscopic displays. Stereoscopic refers to the process 
by which two photographs of the same object, taken at slightly different angles, are viewed 
together, creating an impression of depth and solidity. The research used a head-display and 3D 
CAVE system to test three representative interaction techniques: ray-casting, keypad, and hand-
motion techniques. A 3D menu was designed for experimenting with popup, pull-down, and 
stack menus and for list, cubic, and circular menu layouts. The most suitable technique for 3D 
proved to be the ray-casting with a stack menu. These two, used together, had good user 
performance and subject response (Jeong et al., 2016). When testing for 3D interaction 
techniques the use of ray-casting and stack menus would potentially be the best techniques for 
data entry (Jeong et al., 2016). Use of ray casting minimized arm fatigue and feedback was only 
effective to let the user know that an object has been selected. The use of a transparency function 
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was more effective than the more traditional approach for making targets visible through using 
buttons to switch viewing modes or rotating the scene when trying to view and select objects in a 
dense and complex environment (Vanacken et al., 2009). This transparency function could also 
have a lot of potential for interaction and selection of data within a large, complex data analytics 
visualization. The ability to select and move a single or group of data points within a cloud of 
data would need such a transparency function to allow for accurate selection.  
 
2.4.7 Pre-attentive processing 
Q4: What role does pre-attentive processing take when designing for a VR system? 
Pre-attentive processing is an important aspect of the human visual system allowing for 
users to rapidly gather information in a glance at an environment. It is a “subconscious 
accumulation of information from the environment where the brain filters out what is important 
based on which information has the highest salience or relevance” (Atienza et al., 2001) 
(Zbrodoff, 1999). Tasks that can be performed within 250 milliseconds, or required only a 
“glance”, are considered to be pre-attentive (Ramprasad, 2017). This pre-attentiveness is what 
some visual search models, such as the serial self-terminating search model, use to achieve the 
fewest attentional resources and can be done across the entire visual field (C. Wickens et al., 
2013). This area of research is especially applicable within a VR design and can determine how 
easy to use a system is. Three pre-attentive properties of visualization that the brain can detect 





One common finding is the impact that color has on the success of VR visualizations.  
Teo stated that one of the most important indicators used to distinguish data in the 3D space was 
color (Teo et al., 2017). Lawson found that depth perception helps with multi-sensory 
environments including rich environments, textured backgrounds, shadows, multi-sensory 
environments, and vivid colors (Lawson et al., 2015). Color in interactive design is used to call 
attention and to draw focus to save time (Hossain, 2018). Used when the working environment is 
cluttered, color and highlighting are effective solutions. However, it seems that color is more 
effective on digital displays over just general highlighting. When searching through data, the pre-
attentive nature of the visualization properties from color allow the search to be carried out as if 
the other elements were not present at all (C. Wickens et al., 2013).  Another aspect of color is 
the ability for humans to see it in the peripheral retina. Research has long showed that color 
vision in the peripheral field was substantially less developed than color vision in the central 
field. Recent medical research however, has increased understand of the changing spatial scale in 
the peripheral zones that now points to evidence that color can be seen and perception can be 
improved by using a suitably large stimulus in the peripheral field (Johnson, 1986).  
 
2.4.9 Form 
Form, in interactive design, can be many different things from shape and size, to 
grouping and distance. Commonly, items that are larger are pre-attentively responded to as being 
“more important” than smaller items that are grouped together. Fine tuning these factors can give 
a user the visual sense of importance (Hossain, 2018). Examples of the use of shape is shown in 
flow visualizations of atmospheric and fluid flows. Computer simulations allow a user to choose 
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the shape of a flow tunnel and place various geometric objects in side it along with colored 
particles to show the fluid flow over time (Healey, 1992).  
 
2.4.10 Spatial Position  
Spatial positioning in interactive design focuses on the human’s concept of closeness is 
directly related to similarity or connectiveness. If designs are grouped together, then users have a 
natural tendency to assume they are similar and belong together for a reason (Hossain, 2018). 
Shapes, size, and distance plays a vital role in football signaling. The article by Hicks et. al. 
detail via literature review the many different design ideas to improve signal detection in play 
calling. These design recommendations included bright, contrasting colors, highly interpretable 
shapes, and high contrast on posters (Hicks et al., 2019).  
 
2.4.11 Examples in Literature  
Interactive designs use pre-attentive processing in design in many different applications. 
Pre-attentive processing is important in many common activities especially in the field of 
human-computer interaction. Michalski and Grobelny researched the role of color as a pre-
attentive process in human-computer interaction for task efficiency. Different arrangements of 
computer interfaces (orientation, color pattern, and object background colors) were used to find 
any consequences of using different pre-attentive functions when searching and clicking on 
GUIs. They wanted to determine if color pre-attentive processing depended on the way an object 
was arranged within a panel. They found that pre-attentive visual processing played an important 
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role in GUI design and that vertical arranging of items in search layouts resulted in decreasing 
the pre-attentive effect related to the item background color (Michalski & Grobelny, 2008).  
When studying pre-attentive processing for interactive design, Ramprasad reported that 
neurological factors of pattern perception, such as understanding eye moment, and physiological 
factors, such as photoreceptor features, all effect which design aspects are perceived. A case 
study on a website showed that proximity of similar elements, similarity of functionality, overall 
“connectedness,” or corresponding lightness, color, texture and motion, figure-ground, and 
closure of shapes made the design more coherent, connected and unified. Groupings and patterns 
in a visual design aided in features being pre-attentively processed by the human visual system 
(Ramprasad, 2017).  
Chapter three of “Visualization of Multivariate Data Using Pre-Attentive Processing” 
conducts a deep dive into pre-attentive processing where viewers do not have to focus their 
attention on particular regions of an image to determine whether elements with certain features 
are present or absent. This research investigated the hypothesis that the pre-attentive features can 
be used to effectively represent multivariate data elements and that tools that use this technique 
will allow users to perform rapid and accurate visual processing of the displays. They choose to 
focus on color and orientation specifically to determine the likelihood of rapid and accurate 
identification.  The analysis of the results showed that it is possible to quickly and accurately 
identify visual elements by color and orientation (Healey, 1992).  
 
2.4.12 Common pre-attentively processed shapes 
Shapes involve many different definitions, from pictures to text styles and there are 
several commonly used factors that influence pre-attentively processed shapes. According to 
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several research efforts, common shapes (such as circles, squares, triangles, etc.), have proven to 
be highly recognizable when compared to complex shapes such as letters in text (Apperly, 
Williams, & Williams, 2004b). Shapes allow for individuals with low literacy, dyslexia, and 
vision problems to comprehend messages faster, and more accurately, which compliments the 
pre-attentive processing theories that state that “design that follows pre-attentive factors allow 
for quicker and accurate interpretations” (Nwobodo, 2017). Colors were also proven to be highly 
recognizable and aid in shape recognition (Lafer-Sousa & Conway, 2013). Along with 
recognition, perceived beauty is a factor where curved objects were more identifiable than 
angular objects and symmetrical images were identified faster than asymmetrical, thus showing 
that both factors were considered more visually appealing (Navarrete et al., 2013) (Deregowski, 
1980). Finally, shapes that have depth were also investigated however, when selecting symbols, 
the addition of depth has been shown to only add complexity to the image and was not 
recommended for use in symbol selection (Deregowski, 1980).   
The use of simple shapes (lines and color-coded blobs) have been used in visualizing 
weather patterns where these shapes are used to easily differentiate data. Lines vs. blob shapes 
make weather patterns on maps easier to read, highlight specific areas on maps such as roadways 
and counties, and identify areas of differing weather patterns over large areas (C. Wickens et al., 
2013). Even with the many aspects of what defines a “shape,” research consistency shows that 
simplicity is best and common shapes (i.e. circle, rectangles, triangles) are preferred over more 




2.4.13 Pre-attentive approaches used for VR design  
The approaches that are most appropriate for the menu system design are: figure-ground, 
similarity, grouping, color, shape, and size. Many of these approaches fall under what is known 
as the Gestalt theory. Gestalt theory is a family of psychological theories that relate to visual 
design issues and is one of the foundations for instructional screen design. These theories are 
commonly expressed as laws that explain how individual elements from the environment may be 
visually designed (Chang et al., 2002).  
2.4.14 Figure-ground 
Chang et. al. outlines the key laws of Gestalt theory for computer screen design including 
the “law of figure-ground” where there is a distinct difference between the foreground and 
background in a visual field to allow the viewer to perceive different things from the same 
illustration (Chang et al., 2002). This law is important when considering menu design because 
the user must be able to clearly distinguish the menu from the background, which will be the 
entire virtual environment. In virtual environments the “screen-space” becomes any part of the 
environment which adds complexity. This complexity, along with the ever-changing 
background, dependent upon the users position in the scene, amplifies the need for the law of 
figure-ground. Achieving this law involves following other pre-attentive processing factors such 
as color, shape, and similarity.  
2.4.15 Similarity 
Another law in Gestalt theory is the law of similarity which states that similar objects will 
be counted as the same group and be used to draw the viewers’ attention (Chang et al., 2002). In 
menu design, this applies to the design of the multiple levels of each menu and ensuring the that 
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each level includes items that are similar in functionality and in style. For each level within all 
three different menu designs, the buttons per level will correspond with a common goal. For 
example, the second level will only house buttons that select which file type is needed and the 
third level only house buttons to select which graph type is desired. Also, all buttons within a 
menu design will look similar in size and color, allowing for optimal figure-ground effect.  
 
2.4.16 Grouping  
Grouping, also sometimes known as the law of proximity, refers to the tendency to 
automatically assume that items that are placed near each other are a part of a group and are 
related. This factor goes hand-in-hand with similarity and is apparent in all the menu designs. All 
buttons for each level of a menu will be spatially close together for not only to aid in the 
assumption of relatedness, but also for ease of use to reduce physical motion and eye strain when 
interacting with each menu option inside the virtual environment.  
 
2.4.17 Color  
Color, while used to achieve the law of figure-ground, is also needed for general aesthetics and 
attention grabbing for the user. Color is very subjective and lots of articles have been written 
about web design color schemes. Because the menu design will be displayed in the same manner 
that a webpage is displayed, web design best practices should be considered when choosing color 
schemes. The article “The Psychology of Color and the Use of Color in Website Design” states 
that the authors personal opinion is to have a minimalistic approach to color and use just a few 
shades of colors (Gilbert, 2018). Overall color schemes using contrasting, yet complimentary 
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colors will be used for both the background environment and the menu buttons. Also, attention to 
color blindness of users will be considered. Common color pairs such as, red/green, 
green/brown, blue/purple, blue/green, and greys will be avoided (Collinge, 2019).   
 
2.4.18 Size  
Size of buttons in menu design should be large enough for easy reading of labels and 
selection, but yet small enough to not be intrusive in the overall scene. Park et. al. reported that 
the optimal levels of button size and spacing within a virtual environment using the Oculus Rift 
are 25 mm with between 5mm and 9 mm respectively and that a trend of decreasing task 
completion time and number of errors was observed as button size and space increased (Park et 
al., 2018). This experiment will follow the button size suggestions listed for the menu designs.  
 
2.4.19 Accounting for pre-attentiveness bias between design options 
According to research published in “Four Perspectives on Human Bias in Visual 
Analytics”, the four perspectives on human bias include: bias as a cognitive processing error, 
bias as a filter for information, bias as a preconception, and bias as a model mechanism. These 
biases illustrate the diversity of how people process information and from a model of the world. 
This research proposes that not all bias is bad and can result in more efficient decision making. 
Bias that causes error should be minimized, but also bias should not be minimized to the point to 
limit heuristic decision making. Some bias acts as a filter for the brain filtering out irrelevant 
information and preventing the user from experiencing information overload (Wall et al., 2018). 
In terms of analyzing usability, accuracy, intuitiveness, and user preference of each interaction 
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design in this research, it will be impossible and possibly harmful to try and eliminate all bias. 
However, some measures will be taken to minimize pre-attentive bias and identify it when 
possible. The first measure is ensuring that all three interaction environments are identical except 
for the menu system design. The virtual space, instructions, trainings, and tasks are all identical 
for each design option. Keeping these factors identical will ensure that any results collected are 
not bias by any of these external factors. Also, bias in terms of the user’s prior experiences, may 
surface in the results of each design. Also, a pre-experiment survey to address the user’s prior 
knowledge and experience to focus on VR experiences, gaming knowledge, computer design 
experience and UI/UX design and interaction experience will help in identifying any pre-
attentiveness biases collected in the final results, along with the use of the training period to 
allow users to “visually soak in” the environment and hopefully minimize any pre-attentiveness 
bias.  
 
Q5: What are the reported negative and positives of using VR systems? 
2.4.20 Negatives of VR 
Despite the technological hype that VR has created with its seemingly unlimited design 
potential, there are some negatives that have been identified in the literature. When researching 
the boundary between computer graphics and human computer interaction it was found that the 
VR system was physically demanding and lacked intuitiveness. The implications for this concern 
in data analytics is the need for easy movement of objects or data points within the environment. 
For example, it is easier to click on a small object with a mouse on a computer screen, than to 
grasp it within VR (Argelaguet & Andujar, 2013). Other research teams have also confronted the 
problem of VR fatigue. Murillo et al. created an immersive virtual environment specific to 
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ergonomic optimization called “Erg-O” to help combat the fatigue and discomfort that happens 
when performing large body movement inside of VR. Erg-O is a manipulation technique that 
leverages visual dominance to maintain the visual location of the elements in the VR, while 
making them accessible. By using optimization approaches to calculate the best physical location 
for the user to interact with each visual element, they created a space partitioning technique to 
distort the visual and physical spaces based on the mapping and allow multi-object retargeting. A 
user study was conducted on 3D selection under different conditions and the Rapid Upper Limb 
Assessment (RULA) and JACK (i.e. ergonomic human simulation toolkit) was used to place 
interactive elements at comfortable positions (Montano-Murillo et al., 2017). Another drawback 
with VR is the level of coding necessary to make an environment realistic enough to gather 
meaningful testing results. The level of detail, accurate scaling, and run speed of the codes all 
impact the usability of the system and influence the “realness” the environment (Grajewski et al., 
2013b). Many of the design features, which were discussed previously, have been identified to 
aid in the creation of a “good” VR environment. However, the literature did not mention the 
extensive amount of coding and computer science knowledge needed to create such 
environments. Visual and spatial awareness can also be a problem within VR. In “Designing 
Virtual Environments for Usability,” two studies were performed to test the need for interface 
design guidance in VR. Study 1 investigated usability by observing users in VR sessions. Several 
problems were identified including difficulty maintaining a suitable viewing angle, navigating 
through tight areas, losing whereabouts by getting too close to objects, and recognizing what to 
do in the interaction. In study 2, a group of ten designers surveyed the system and reported their 
personal thoughts. However, with no consistency between designers the responses received 
added no benefit to the study (Kaur, 1997). Comments from the users of Schanck’s VR store 
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included the need for higher resolution on product labels and improvement of product rotation 
interactions. They also felt that the cables connected to the head set were distracting (Schnack et 
al., 2018). Other negative feedback from studies included difficulty of movement or 
visualizations, and dissatisfaction with audio and haptic feedback which did not provide 
significant improvements to the overall user experience (Vanacken et al., 2009). 
Finally, the effects of vection and cyber sickness were researched using the Oculus Rift. 
Vection, or the illusory self-motion that is mismatched between perceived and physical head 
motions, can contribute to adverse experiences. This mismatching between what is visually seen 
and the actual physical head motions was a major contributor to motion sickness (Palmisano, 
Mursic, & Kim, 2017b). In Sharples, et al., VR induced symptoms and effects were compared 
across head mounted displays, desktop, and projection display systems. The headsets were tested 
on 20 adults with normal vision and 60% of these reported nauseas. When determining the cause, 
it was found that lighting had no effect on the level of sickness experienced, but nausea was 
higher in passive viewing vs. active control over movement in VR. The team recommended 
several guidelines to follow when using VR to minimize sickness, as well as to identify users 
that are more prone to motion sickness, before allowing them to experience symptoms in the 
environment. These guidelines included: education about potential negative effects, designing 
the virtual environment to minimize symptom provoking elements, informing users about 
appropriate behavior strategies, allowing user control over their movement, monitoring the users 
and providing assurances of termination at any time, and education of people responsible for 




2.4.21 Positives of VR 
There are several advantages to using VR and the ability it gives to no longer need mock-
ups to do testing has been a major driver of industry being an early adopter of this technology. 
VR allows for new workplaces in real environments to be tested and analyzed without the need 
for expensive physical mock-ups (Grajewski et al., 2013b). Lawson details the development of 
VR within an automotive manufacturer. It was found, through interviews of 11 engineers and 
employees, that VR reduced time, cost, and increased the quality and the development of their 
product. The replacement of mock-ups alone impacted the total cost by 70% and allowed for 
multi-disciplinary teams from across the world to collaborate on the design. VR also plays a role 
in training and virtual assembly. It improves decision making during early design phases, thus 
reducing costs. They reported that developing a greater range of virtual contexts, using multi-
sensory simulations, addressing perceived differences between virtual and real cars, improving 
motion capture capabilities, implementing networked 3d technology, and using VR for market 
research all would improve design (Lawson et al., 2015). Others have also found VR to be 
extremely beneficial for collaboration. In “Immersive Analytics: Building Virtual Data World for 
Collaborative Decision Support” the research team built a virtual data world solely to encourage 
collaborative decision support. This open innovation community for building immersive data 
worlds was created to link academia and corporate worlds and for analytical reasoning and 
immersive data spaces. It also serves as a space for suggesting design techniques and architecture 
of data worlds (Hackathorn & Margolis, 2017). VR recreates the real world like no other 
simulation technology and allows users to use natural motions to do tasks. Telepresence and 
usability were researched in “Immersive Virtual Reality Technology in a 3D Virtual Simulated 
Store: Investigating Telepresence and Usability” with an interactive virtual shopping experience. 
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A simulated shopping trip, performed on a desktop computer and with VR, was used to study 
food marketing research. VR results showed stronger feelings of immersion and perceived 
naturalness of interactions within a store environment vs. the desktop shopping trip (Schnack et 
al., 2018). This naturalness of interactions resulted in better user performance and greater insight 
into the marketing research through a greater understanding of shopper actions and natural 
responses. General comments across many research articles detailed how VR led to lower cost, 
faster implementation, and better quality of product design. In Moschonas, et al., the benefits of 
VR were shorter design time, lower cost, improved quality, and enhanced productivity. 
Furthermore in Aras, et al., the use of a haptic device for manipulating 3D objects in VR resulted 
in faster performance (Moschonas et al., 2011) (Aras, Shen, & Noor, 2014b). 
2.5 Discussions  
The results from this comprehensive literature review demonstrate the vast amounts of 
research into the individual pieces that make up an entire VR system but found a minimum 
number of research articles that looked at the many pieces collectively. This study aimed to 
highlight the reported key-items that could make big impacts for the design of VR systems and to 
aid in the use of visualizations to further tradespace development. Many different articles that 
used VR identified the improvements gained by using this technology to visualize data. Users 
could interact with the data more naturally and have other people interact and see multiple data 
sets at once. This level of visualization and immersion into the data has proven to aid in decision 
making and illustrated the benefits of using VR as a tool to gain greater insights about a data set 
or design previously unattainable in the 2D world. Examples such as using VR to display 
scatterplots in 3D space and the inclusion of custom user interfaces to allow for the perspective 
to be controlled answer the question of what examples exist of VR data visualizations. Question 
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two was easily answered as many research articles reported the software and hardware used 
along with the overall usability observed from their interactions. Common techniques for 
interaction design included multiple aspects from ensuring clarity of 3D models to haptic 
feedback. Haptic feedback, including visual, audio, and tactile, was shown to be the 
complimentary missing interaction piece when exploring in a 3D environment. This feedback 
became essential when designing training environments were objects could be designs to mimic 
the real world in visuals, feel, and sound. Feedback in terms of selecting objects or buttons is 
also essential and more closely mimics real world interactions. For example, when one pushes a 
key on a physical keyboard one can see the button depress, hear the click of the button, and feel 
the button give way under the pressure. This feedback allows the brain to confirm that the 
desired action has taken place. This same level of feedback is needed in VR and the research 
shows that when haptic feedback is not present or well mapped to the action the overall usability 
of the VR system suffers. Similarly, how the users interact with objects is equally as important to 
overall usability. Research comparing using hand tracking and ray-casting reported that ray-
casting was more accurate and intuitive to use for participants. Also, using a stacked menu in VR 
with ray-casting resulted in the highest overall accuracy and usability.  
Pre-attentive processing, or how the brain accumulates information and sorts out what is 
important, plays a major role in VR design and gives designers best practices to use when 
choosing color, form, and spatial position of objects. Website design research had many 
similarities with VR design and recommendations reported from early computer and graphics 
design work could be applied to VR. Takeaways included the use of vivid colors, size, and 
proximity of objects to convey importance and draw attention. Focus on accommodating users 
with disabilities also was recorded and suggested colors and methods of using shapes to ensure 
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all users could understand the designer’s intent and successfully interact with the system. 
Aesthetics of objects and buttons also played a role and researched showed that users were more 
drawn to curved objects, simple shapes, symmetrical shapes, and preferred a smaller palate of 
complementary colors versus using a lot of colors within the same space or screen. All these 
suggestions show the integrate role that pre-attentive processing takes on VR designs and 
answers the fourth question.  
 
From a practitioner stand point, the following summary outlines key elements that were 
discovered from the study. Especially when determining design features for set-based design 
visualization engines, these best practices not only could enhance the overall decision-making 
process, but also have shown in previous research to add overall design and decision-making 
benefits for the system users. Knowledge of these design features and their implantation into a 
visualization system will not only help the designers creating the VR environment, but also will 
aid in the users or customers both from the academic and government sectors. These major 











Table 2.2 Summary of VR Design Best Practices  
Major Topic Best Practices 
Visualizations • Use for more natural interactions and multidimensional data 
analysis. 
• Use of colors as a distinguishing factor. 
• Gamepad manipulation is preferred over hand tracking. 
Haptic Feedback • Mimic actual tools as closely as possible. 
• Visual feedback is superior to audio or haptic feedback in 
VR and combinations of feedback are best. 
Ray-Casting • Use when accuracy is needed. 
• Does not cause high levels of fatigue or mental demand. 
• Best used with a stacked menu design. 
Pre-attentive 
Processing 
• Use vivid colors to draw focus and save time. 
• Do not rely on colors to draw attention if user is using their 
peripheral field of view. 
• To accommodate color blindness, avoid color pairs such as 
red/green, blue/purple, blue/green and greys. 
• Use larger objects to convey importance over smaller 
objects. 
• Use distance between objects to convey similarity. 
• Use vertical arranging of items in search layouts. 
• Use common shapes with rounded edges that are 
symmetrical. 
• Use shapes and colors over text to convey meaning for 
users with low literacy, dyslexia, and/or vision problems. 
• Implement a clear distinction between objects and 
backgrounds. 
 
Both positive and negative reports were also found from the literature for VR use and 
answer the fifth and final question. Reports of VR being too physically demanding and lacking 
intuitiveness were prevalent along with frustration from feedback and movement difficulties. 
Cyber sickness was another common negative reaction experienced by users. Often 
improvements to a VR system such as increasing the frame rate displayed in the headset can 
greatly reduce cyber sickness, however, some individuals may not be able to use VR even with 
such improvements, especially individuals with chronic sinus, inner ear, or vision problems. 
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Positives of VR induced the reported time and cost improvements when used for training and 
design tasks. Many research articles reported users stating that the use of the VR system led to 
strong feelings of immersion and more natural interactions. Overall, the positives of using VR 
for certain applications, specifically using VR for visualizations and to further research into set-
based design and tradespace research, outweighs the potential negatives and should be a 




The objective of this comprehensive literature review was to investigate the current VR 
visualization and design techniques along with other factors that affect design to further the 
research of using VR environments to analyze tradespace visualizations to further set-based 
design efforts.  Major findings include the use of ray casting, stacked menus, haptic feedback, 
and the use of Unity and Oculus Rift headsets as preferred methods in the literature and are 
technologies to increase collaboration, insight, system usability, and positive user experiences. 
Gaps in the literature include the lack of side by side testing of data entry methods for usability 
purposes and side by side testing of visualizations of large data sets. There is also a lack of 
research into graphical methods within a VR environment and how big data sets should be 
displayed. There is also some disagreement on the use of haptic gloves and feedback to the user. 
This disagreement may be caused by the improvement of haptic gloves and devices since 2009. 
This improvement in the technology may have resulted in better performance of haptic feedback 
systems and positive user feedback. The area of VR design is rich for further research because 
the previous barriers including the high cost of the VR equipment have diminished over the past 
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several years making these tools more accessible to researchers and testing groups. The results 
from this comprehensive literature review highlight several areas that has greatly aided in the 
creation of good VR designs and environment and has also revealed that more research has yet to 
be completed in this field. With the ever-growing availability and need for greater understanding 
of innovations and uses for this technology to make decisions and administer trainings, the area 





STUDY 1  
3.1 Introduction  
Methods for comparing multiple options or designs are plentiful, however not all are 
valid. Bias and un-matched variables often lead to misleading results, especially when using 
humans as the defining factor. Organizational styles also play a role in the how well a design is 
received. When exploring virtual environment designs, it is often assumed that a single workflow 
is adequate to research user interactions. This study, however, focused on giving users two 
different workflows to determine if a top-down (Method-TD), or a bottom-up (Method-BU) 
workflow approach influenced overall user performance in terms of five variables: time to 
complete, accuracy, usability, intuitiveness, and user preference when performing tasks in VR. 
The methods were also compared using a GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods, Selection Rules) 
analysis to determine any differences between the predicted completion times and the recorded 
prediction times. Previous research has shown that in terms of time to complete and accuracy 
there is no difference between Method-TD and Method-BU, however, there is a gap when 
looking at the two method styles in terms of the subjective measures which are usability, 
intuitiveness and user preference. There is also a gap in the literature of comparisons of actual 
time to complete for VR tasks and the predicted time to complete results of a GOMS model. This 
study will investigate if any differences are found between Method-TD and Method-BU and any 
differences found between the predicted time to complete and the actual observed times. Even 
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though a similar study by Chen et. al. had already been published showing no difference between 
Method-TD and Method-BU regarding time to complete and accuracy, the design of the study 
allowed for the easy collection of the time to complete and accuracy data, and thus this data was 
collected and analyzed to validate the work previously done and to aid in future analysis (S. Y. 
Chen et al., 2006).  
 
3.2  Background  
Method-TD follows a top-down approach to menu design, which is an approach that 
starts with the general concept or overarching system and repeatedly breaks it down into its 
component parts (Gloag, 2003). In Method-TD (see Figure 3.1.), the user selects the graph 
design before selecting the variables to include in the graph. This approach was chosen because 
of its prevalence in other UI design features including drop-down menus commonly found in 
many software applications. As the user navigates deeper into the menu system each folder 
option displays options directly related to its parent.  
 
 




Method-BU follows a bottom-up approach to menu design, which is an approach that 
reverses steps 3 and 4 of the top-down. Method-BU starts with the component parts and 
repeatedly combines them to achieve the general concept (Gloag, 2003). In this method (see 
Figure 3.2.), the user accomplishes the same goals as with Method-TD, but selects the variables 
before selecting the graph. An overview of the bottom-up approach is outlined in Figure 5.2.  
 
 
Figure 3.2 Method-BU: Bottom-Up Approach 
 
Both methods use the same instructions and visuals. The only difference between the two 
methods is simply the order in which the steps are conducted. For Method-TD, after the folder is 
opened and the file is selected, the participant selects the type of graph and then picks the 
variables. For Method-BU, after the folder is opened and the file is selected, the participant 
selects the variables needed and then selects the graph type.  
 
3.2.2 GOMS Study 
A GOMS model was selected to predict completion times of both Method-TD and 
Method-BU, and aid in identifying any differences found between the GOMS predicted 
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completion times and the recorded times for each method. A GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods, 
Selection Rules) study is a research technique used to model menu designs and describes a user’s 
cognitive structure on the four components that make up the acronym. GOMS is a widely used 
method by usability specialists for computer system designs because it produces predictions on 
how users will use the proposed system. A GOMS study takes basic actions and evaluates them 
in a given sequence to perform the task using a natural language notion. By using this approach, 
the goal is to attempt to predict which methods/designs will be effectively used, if there is a 
preferred method/design, and which method/design reduces movement, time, and memory bits 
needed (Abowd et al., 2007). It is hypothesized that participants that have higher skills in video 
games and/or computer interfaces (experts) will prefer the Method-TD (top-down). This 
hypothesis is in line with other similar studies comparing computer interactions of novice and 
expert users (Jenkins et al., 2003) (S. Y. Chen et al., 2006). In a 3D virtual navigation system, 
novices reported a high level of disorientation while in the virtual environment and it took them 
much longer to complete tasks as compared to their expert counterparts (Van Oostendorp & 
Karanam, 2012).  This high level of disorientation, that also contributes to lackluster task 
performance in virtual environments, has also been recorded in other industry VR training 
applications conducted by the researcher. Experience has shown that using more common menu 
approaches (i.e. top-down) and menu designs with fewer cognitive steps can allow for better 
overall performances from novice users.  
 
3.2.3 Related Works  
The top-down and bottom-up approach is a commonly taught methodology within 
computer design curriculums. Gloag, a software development instructor, published lessons 
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detailing both top-down and bottom-up and why a designer would choose one over the other. 
Special attention to details was a determining factor when choosing between the two methods. A 
designer must ask the question: Can the users start with general information and continually 
subdivide until they reach specific details, or do they need specific details first that then are 
combined together until they reach the abstract? (Gloag, 2003). Jenkins et. al. reported that users 
of computer systems that were not as experienced with the system were more likely to prefer the 
bottom-up approach, whereas users that had experience with the system were more likely to like 
the top-down approach (Jenkins et al., 2003). When looking at users who generally have the 
same level of experience and knowledge of a computer system, Chen et. al. found no difference 
in the performance of the users in terms of speed and accuracy between top-down and bottom-up 
approaches (S. Y. Chen et al., 2006). 
Baskin and John investigated differing execution times for the same task when a GOMS 
analysis was conducted using the Keystroke Level Model (KLM) method and the CPM 
(Cognitive Perceptual Motor)-GOMS method. KLM describes error-free performance with little 
practice for a task and CPM describes error-free performance after extensive practice. When 
observing participants completing a task for 500 times using the top-down and bottom-up 
methods, observed times that matched the KLM results early on and the CPM results after many 
repetitions (Baskin & John, 1998). John and Keiras also compared the GOMS family of user 
interface analysis techniques. They looked at four variants of GOMS: KLM, the original 
formulation CMN-GOMS (Card, Moran, and Newell GOMS), a more rigorous version 
NGOMSL (Natural GOMS Language), and a version that modeled overlapping human activities 
CPM-GOMS. Limitations of the NGOMSL modeling methodology includes the assumption that 
the users do not make any errors when performing the tasks. However, by using the NGOMSL 
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model, the time required to learn an task is included and provided an overall more accurate 
representation that the traditional GOMS model methodology (Hochstein, 2002).  
Results showed that all the models produced the same sequence of observable task 
operations and that NGOMSL was the only model to make learning time predictions. The other 
three models only produced execution time predictions that were roughly the same for both the 
overall task and the sub-tasks (Bonnie E. John & Kieras, 1996). These results confirm that each 
method is reliable and the method selected should fit the specific task to be analyzed.  
 
3.3 Design Implementation  
3.3.1 Set up 
This study was conducted on a ThinkPad Lenovo laptop that hosted the VR environment 
that was created using the Unity3D game engine (Unity.com, 2019). The participants used an 
Oculus Rift S VR headset and hand controllers. The study had the ability to be administered in a 
variety of locations that met the Oculus Rift criteria for safe virtual reality use (“Get Ready for 
Rift S,” 2019). Oculus recommended an area of at least 3 feet by 3 feet and 6.5 feet for room-
scale and giving the users the option to stand or sit while wearing the headset.    
 
3.3.2 Interactions 
Three different menu design styles were created in the VR environment for the 
participants to complete the given tasks with. The designs of the three styles were identical for 
Method-TD and Method-BU. Half of the participants completed tasks using all three menu 
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designs in the Method-TD and the other half of the participants used all three menu designs with 
the Method-BU.  
The Stacked menu was a grouping of stacked buttons (i.e. buttons are arranged in space 
along the same vertical plane) that all sat on a menu panel inside of the VR environment. The 
user interacted with the menu system by pointing a ray-cast (laser) onto the menu buttons with 
their hand-held controllers and selecting the buttons (clicking), via the trigger button on the 
controllers. In this design, the menu system was always visible in the scene.  
The Radial menu was a grouping of buttons that were arranged in a circle around the 
user’s hand-held controllers. The user interacted with the buttons by rotating the thumb-stick 
button on the controller and pressing down on the button to select a menu option. In this design 
the menu system was only visible in the scene when the user had his/her thumb over the 
controller’s thumb-stick button. This means that when the user placed their thumb on top of the 
thumb-stick button the menu options would appear and will then disappear when the thumb was 
lifted off of the thumb-stick button.  
The Spatial menu, created in Unity 3D by researchers at Mississippi State University, is 
where the menu options appeared in space arranged in a circle around the user’s hand controller 
and were selected by the user moving their hand to touch a menu item. In this design, the menu 
system was only visible in the scene when the user clicked and held down the “A” button on the 






Figure 3.3 Different Menu Designs 
(a)   2D Stacked Menu Design using Ray-Casting 
(b)   Touchpad Radial Menu Design using Hand-Held Controllers 
(c)   Spatial Menu Design using Controller Movement Only 
 
The user while in the VR environment had the opportunity to step through a tutorial 
session. This short training allowed the user to become comfortable wearing the headset while 
teaching them how to use their hand-held controllers and the menu systems. During the tutorial, 
and the experiment, the users interacted with all three menu designs. The tutorial allowed each 
user a practice session using ray-casting to select buttons, their hand-held controllers to select 
buttons from a menu attached to the controller, and a menu positioned directly in front of the 
user with 3D objects as buttons that were selected when the user physically touched the objects 
in space with their hand. Verbal and written instructions was given to the users for each task they 
were to complete. Once the user had completed the task, the user selected a button within the VR 
environment through the menu style being used to proceed to the next task. This allowed for the 
user to not remove the headset until the entire design type had been completed. This design 
feature was chosen because previous research from the team had shown an increase in motion 
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sickness in users when the headset was removed several times during an experiment. The users 
also had the option to skip a task if they could not complete it.   
 
3.4 User Study  
3.4.1 Participants 
Fifty-four participants were recruited for this study and were primarily from Mississippi 
State University and the Starkville community. A power analysis was conducted to determine the 
necessary number of subjects needed to detect an effect in research situations. Several research 
articles were used as examples to determine appropriate effect size, alpha and power numbers for 
this study. (“Introduction to Power Analysis,” 2019) (Hunt, 2012; Makransky, Terkildsen, & 
Mayer, 2019; Markarnski & Lilleholt, 2018; R. E. Mayer, 2017; R. Mayer & Pilegard, 2014; 
McLaren, Farzan, Adams, Mayer, & Forlizzi, 2017; Meyer, Omdahl, & Makransky, 2019; Soper, 
2006). An a priori power analysis was performed in order to estimate the necessary sample size 
for this study. This research chose an effect size of d=0.8, an alpha of 0.05, and a power of 0.8. 
The estimated total sample size for a two-tailed hypothesis is N=52 with a minimum sample size 
per group of 26.  
The use of three mitigation efforts was used to combat order effect as well. The first was 
combating user fatigue by allowing the users to take a short break between each interactive 
design using Hirsch’s effective learning to break ratio of a 40 minute practice session with six 
minute breaks (Hirota et al., 2019; Hirsch, 2017). Secondly, combating order effect caused by 
lack of practice was done by allowing each user to undergo a brief training period before 
performing the tasks (Falleti, Maruff, Collie, & Darby, 2006). Finally, counterbalancing was also 
used to control order effects or where the order of an experiment influences the final results. 
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Again, several research examples were used to help design the order of the experiment to achieve 
counterbalancing (Bailey, Konstan, & Carlis, 2000; Meyer et al., 2019; “Order Effects: 
Definition, Examples and Solutions,” 2019; “Order Effects,” 2019) (J. Chen & Or, 2017; Kim et 
al., 2013; Li et al., 2017; Stadie, Kockro, Hirslanden, Serra, & Conesa, 2010; Whitlock, Harnner, 
Brubaker, Kane, & Szafir, 2018).  
Participants’ age ranged from 18 to 75 and the researcher sought after participants that 
had little to no VR experience. Participants had to be 18 or older to participate and signed a 
participation agreement form stating they understood all the associated risks involved with VR 
use. Risks included, but were not limited to: simulation sickness, eye strain, and nausea. The 
only exclusions included women who were pregnant were not be allowed to participate in this 
study for safety reasons and individuals who are experts at virtual reality environment creation 
and/or computer menu design experts. Expert was defined as an individual who currently hold a 
job that includes virtual reality or menu building job tasks and/or has an advanced degree in 





Figure 3.4 Bar Chart: Age Ranges by Method 
 
3.4.2 Tasks 
With each menu design style, users were asked to complete 27 tasks total, 9 tasks per 
each menu design. Two different methods for completing each task were used in the NGOMSL 
study. The following outlines the activities needed to complete one task for Method-TD.  
• Activity 1: activate the menu and select “Open Folder” 
• Activity 2: select the correct file (given in the instructions) 
• Activity 3: select the correct graph type (given in the instructions) 
• Activity 4: select the correct variables (given in the instructions) 
• Activity 5: select “Create Graph” 

































The following outlines the activities needed to complete one task for Method-BU.  
• Activity 1: activate the menu and select “Open Folder” 
• Activity 2: select the correct file (given in the instructions) 
• Activity 3: select the correct variables (given in the instructions) 
• Activity 4: select the correct graph type (given in the instructions) 
• Activity 5: select “Create Graph” 
• Activity 6: select “Next” to proceed to the next task.  
 
3.4.3 Experiment Procedure 
3.4.3.1 Measures  
Initially the Cogulator software was used to calculate the expected times to complete 
each task given to the user. Cogulator is an open-source software that uses many forms of 
GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods, Selection Rules), including NGOMSL, to produce predicted 
task times, working memory load, and mental workload (Estes, 2017). Because the NGOMSL 
model included learning time predictions and the users in this experiment would be using the 
menu designs all for the first time, the NGOMSL was selected for use in the Cogulator to design 
the tasks. The expected completion times for each menu design from the final Cogulator results 
served as the standard for the duration of the experiment, assuming no errors. Similar to the “task 
performance indicator” which timed the tasks used in Bailey’s experiment, this study collected 
each user’s task time and task completion status using custom software built within the Unity3D 
software tools (Bailey et al., 2000).  
The NGOMSL study, performed with the use of Cogulator software, required the 
researcher to break down each step and motion the participant would be required to do to 
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complete the tasks for each menu design. Following the order of tasks listed in section 3.4.2, a 
series of coded sentences using NGOMSL verbs (i.e. Read, Look, Touch, Drag. etc.) were 
developed and inputted into the Cogulator’s input window.  
An excerpt of the Spatial Menu NGOMSL Process for Method-TD for activating the 
menu and completing the first task is as follows: 
• Goal: Turn on the Menu 
o Read instructions <Click A button to turn on Menu> 
o Look at controller 
o Look for A Button 
o Touch A Button 
o Look for <Start Button> 
o Drag to <Start Button> 
 
• Goal: Task 1 Level 1 
o Hear instructions <Create a Scatter Plot from the following variables 
(X,Y,Z) from File 2> 
o Read instructions <Create a Scatter Plot from the following variables 
(X,Y,Z) from File 2> 
o Touch A Button 
o Look at Level 1 Menu 
o Look for <Open Folder> 
o Drag to <Open Folder> 
 
This breakdown of the tasks to use the NGOMSL natural language was performed for all 




3.5 Results  
The results of the NGOMSL study were as follows. Both Method-TD and Method-BU 
tasks were inputted into the Cogulator. The Cogulator tool, using the NGOMSL model, 
estimated task completion times for each design menu. The predicted task completion times for 
Method-TD and Method-BU were the same between their respective menu design types because 
only the order of tasks changes between the two methods. The total task time of the Spatial menu 
(195.2 secs) was smaller than the Radial menu (211.8 secs) which was smaller than the Stacked 
menu (228.2) The figures and tables below illustrate the results.  
 
 




Table 3.1 details the average completion times for each task and the total completion time 
segregated by design, method type, and task while Table 3.2 records the percent of participants 
who failed to complete a task accurately segregated by design and method type.  
 











































Total 228.2 162.4 167.4 211.8 447.3 375.9 195.2 280.9 299.9 
Task 1 31.8 18.9 18.8 29.9 76.9 58.9 27.8 49.1 50.7 
Task 2 22.1 15.6 15.6 20.4 42.1 36.7 18.8 24.5 29.7 
Task 3 25.3 13.3 13.9 23.3 34.8 33.3 21.4 27.5 32.7 
Task 4 26.4 13.9 14.3 25.4 36.0 33.6 23.4 31.9 31.8 
Task 5 22.1 12.7 12.5 20.4 23.8 25.4 18.8 19.2 20.3 
Task 6 25.3 13.6 13.4 23.3 26.1 27.7 21.4 24.7 22.4 
Task 7 27.8 13.11 14.9 25.4 27.7 31.6 23.4 26.7 25.7 
Task 8 22.1 10.6 10.2 20.4 23.7 25.4 18.8 18.4 18.2 
Task 9 25.3 11.7 12.9 23.3 31.4 27.8 21.4 20.3 24.1 
 
The predicted time to complete the entire menu design along with the predicted 
completion times for each task and the average completion times for Method-TD and Method-
BU for all 54 participants are shown in Table 3.1. Between Method-TD and Method-BU for 
Stacked, Radial, and Spatial, the total average completion times are very similar. This similarity 
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cannot be replicated between the Cogulator’s predicted times and the actual observed times with 
the Stacked menu well out performing the predictions and the Radial and Spatial 
underperforming the predicted times.  
 
Table 3.2 NGOMSL Results - Accuracy Results – Percent of failures to complete task with 
minimum number of clicks by Method 
 Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 Task 7 Task 8 Task 9 
Stacked – MTD 0 5.56% 0 1.85% 0 3.70% 1.85% 5.56% 1.85% 
Stacked – MBU 1.85% 1.85% 1.85% 0 1.85% 0 0 0 1.85% 
Radial – MTD 31.48% 20.37% 27.78% 24.07% 16.67% 12.96% 20.37% 9.26% 20.37% 
Radial – MBU 27.78% 24.07% 27.78% 20.37% 24.07% 18.52% 20.37% 29.63% 18.52% 
Spatial – MTD 11.11% 14.81% 18.52% 11.11% 9.26% 7.41% 11.11% 9.26% 3.70% 
Spatial – MBU 12.96% 14.81% 16.67% 5.56% 7.41% 7.41% 16.67% 12.96% 9.26% 
 
Accuracy was measured by the number of clicks or selections needed to complete each 
task. If the participants exceeded the minimum number of clicks for a task then it indicated to the 
research team that an error had been made. These errors did not hinder the participants from 
completing the tasks, nor did it penalize them. Similarly, to the task performance data, the 
percentage of participants that did not complete each task error free was very similar between 
Method-TD and Method-BU. Also, the table illustrates that the Stacked menu saw the least 
number of errors made, then the Spatial, and the Radial having the greatest number of errors 
made.  
Three demographics survey questions were asked to each participant. These questions 
gauged how the participant rated themselves in knowledge of VR, video game playing 
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experience, and general computer knowledge. The results of the survey have been separated by 
method type and are shown in the table below.  
Table 3.3 NGOMSL Results – Demographics Survey Question Results by Method 
Demographics Survey Results: Count 
    1 None 2 Basic 3 Average 4 Above Average 5 Expert 
Knowledge of VR 
Method - TD 9 10 4 4 0 
Method - BU 9 10 5 3 0 
Computer Experience 
Method - TD 0 3 11 7 6 
Method - BU 0 5 12 9 1 
Video Game Playing Experience 
Method - TD 6 7 6 5 3 
Method - BU 4 8 12 3 0 
 
Figure 3.6 shows a somewhat even spread of the prior knowledge of the participants used 
between the two method types. It was hypothesized that participants with a higher level of VR 
knowledge and/or video game experience would perform the tasks better. However, this was not 
the case.  
Each participant completed a post experiment survey, usability survey, NASA TLX 
survey, and a user preference survey upon completion of the experiment. These surveys are 
located in Appendix B. These results, segregated by Method (Method-TD = M1 and Method-BU 
= M2) and menu design, were codified on a 1-5 scale (1 = most negative, 5 = most positive) and 





Figure 3.6 Boxplot of Post Experiment Survey Results by Method 
 
When observing the post experiment survey coded results, there is not much difference between 
the means of Method-TD and Method BU. Also, the distribution of the data for Stacked and 






Figure 3.7 Boxplot of Usability Survey Results by Method 
 
The usability results when separate by method type showed very little differences in the 




Figure 3.8 Boxplot of NASA TLX Frustration Results by Method 
 
For the intuitiveness variable, the frustration factor from the NASA TLX survey was used as the 
determining factor. This survey result was used as a measure for intuitiveness because of the 
similarities found in the literature with the definition of intuitiveness and the level of frustration 
felt by users when performing tasks. The research team assumed that a menu design with a high 
level of frustration would not be labeled as very intuitive. When observing the NASA TLX 
Frustration level results there is not much difference in the means between Method-TD and 
Method BU. Also, the distribution of the data for Stacked and Radial are also similar, however, 




Figure 3.9 Boxplot of User Preference Survey Results by Method 
 
When observing the User Preference Survey coded results there is almost no difference in 
the means between Method-TD and Method BU. Also, the distribution of the data for Stacked 




The NGOMSL study’s purpose was to determine if there were any differences between 
the method types in terms of usability, intuitiveness, and user preference, and any differences 
between Method types and the predicted time to complete the tasks for the three menu designs. 
There were not any differences found between the performance variables of Method-TD and 
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Method-BU. This was expected for the time to complete and accuracy data. For the objective 
variables these findings also compliment the results of Chen et. al. who looked at speed and 
accuracy and found no difference between methods (S. Y. Chen et al., 2006). Chen’s work 
focused on the quantitative variables while this study focused on more subjective variables and 
also found no differences between Method-TD and Method-BU. Even with the added variability 
of human subjectivity, there was not any significant differences in the means for usability, 
intuitiveness, or user preference from our group of participants.  
When observing the participant’s level of VR knowledge through a questionnaire 
completed before the experiment, the participants that made up each method group had on 
average an equal amount of prior experience. Because of the overall spread of experience levels 
between Method-TD and Method-BU the findings of no significant difference between method 
types is not unusual and is supported by Jenkins work that illustrated method differences only 
when the response data was split between novices and experts (Jenkins et al., 2003). A one-way 
ANOVA and Tukey results showed no significant differences in the completion times for the 
three menu designs for VR knowledge [F (3, 53) = 0.24, p = 0.868], video game experience [F 
(3, 53) = 1.27, p = 0.294], or computer experience [F (3, 53) = 0.63, p = 0.602]. 
The factors of completion time and accuracy were used along with the subjective survey 
results to reach a conclusion for data driven user performance and differences between actual 
performance and the predicted task performance for this study. The Cogulator determined that 
the Spatial design should have taken the least amount of time with the Radial being next, and 
then the Stacked having the highest completion time. These results were not found from the 
participant data. The Stacked design outperformed the Spatial; and the Radial was the most time 
consuming of the three. With the Radial design having a less than desirable performance was 
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somewhat expected from the Cogulator results, the vast differences between the Spatial 
Cogulator results and the actual results were not anticipated. Possible explanations of this include 
the greater physical demand and overall cumbersomeness of the Spatial design compared to the 
Stacked that may have played a part in the longer than expected completion times. The higher 
completion times for Spatial may also be due to the same results found in Van Oostendorp et. 
al.’s results that discussed higher disorientation for novice users (Van Oostendorp & Karanam, 
2012). Participants indicated that the lack of continuity in the location of the Spatial buttons led 
to confusion and some disorientation which in turn led to longer completion times.  
In regards to completion times, both Method-TD and Method-BU for the Stacked menu 
fell below the Cogulator’s estimated task time for all nine tasks. This deviation from the 
Cogulator’s results was in no way a negative result and most likely occurred due to the lower 
intensity of the learning curve when compared to Radial and Spatial. These results can also be 
compared to the work of Jenkins and Chen in terms of the overall performance levels. 
Considering the simplicity of the Stacked menu’s design and interaction compared with the 
greater complexity of both the design and interactions of Radial and Spatial, the results also 
mirror the outcomes when the previous research focused on novice vs. expert performances (S. 
Y. Chen et al., 2006; Jenkins et al., 2003). This indicated to the researchers that if the overall 
design and interaction are similar to other known designs, which places the participants closer to 
the expert category, the performance will also improve. A 2-sample t test was used to determine 
any differences between the means of the time to complete the menu design tasks. There was no 
evidence that the Stacked menu task completion times in the Method-TD configuration 
(M=162.44, SD = 55.12) were significantly different than Method-BU (M=167.37, SD = 46.11), 
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t(df) = 0.723, P > 0.05. Because of the large p value, it can be concluded that there was no 
statistical difference between Method-TD and Method-BU for the Stacked design.  
The Radial menu, when separated between Method-TD and Method-BU, showed that all 
the completion times exceeded the Cogulator’s estimated time for completion. These results 
were expected given the higher level of design complexity for the Radial design. There was no 
evidence that the Radial menu task completion times in the Method-TD configuration 
(M=447.33, SD = 346.02) were significantly different than Method-BU (M=375.96, SD = 
154.78), t(df) = 0.334, P > 0.05. Because of the large p value, it can be concluded that there was 
no statistical difference between Method-TD and Method-BU for the Radial design.  
The Spatial menu was also analyzed and all but one task (task 8) had completion times 
that greatly exceeded the Cogulator’s estimated time for completion. Again, this deviation from 
the Cogulator’s results are mostly likely caused by the design of the Spatial menu which led to 
unforeseen user difficulty during task performance. There was no evidence that the Spatial menu 
task completion times in the Method-TD configuration (M=280.96, SD = 97.87) were 
significantly different than Method-BU (M=299.93, SD = 114.01), t(df) = 0.515, P > 0.05. 
Because of the large p value, it can be concluded that there was no statistical difference between 
Method-TD and Method-BU for the Spatial design. These results indicate that for both the 
Radial and Spatial these designs were more difficult to complete compared to the Stacked.  
The analysis of the accuracy of each task by method type was conducted using the 
percentage of the participants who failed to complete the tasks accurately. The results show that 
there is not a significant amount (more than a 5% difference) between Method-TD and Method-
BU for the Stacked menu design for all nine tasks. These results are also true for the Radial, with 
an exception of Task 8 and Spatial with an exception of Tasks 4, 7, and 9. When diving deeper 
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into the results for the Spatial menu, Task 4 had more participants make mistakes in Method-TD, 
while Tasks 7 and 9 had more participants make mistakes in Method-BU. There were no design 
differences between Tasks 4, 7 and 9 and the other tasks given for the Spatial design. One 
possible explanation for the lower accuracy was the increased physical motion required to 
complete the nine Spatial tasks. This extra physical effort required of the participants may have 
caused fatigue which could have led to the mistakes made, especially towards the end of the 
Spatial portion of the experiment (i.e. Tasks 7-9).  
The post experiment survey results when comparing each method type showed that the 
Stacked and Radial menu designs had very similar means between Method-TD and Method-BU. 
The Spatial menu design’s results had a larger difference of means; however, it was not enough 
to conclude statistically that the means differed at the 0.05 level of significance. A 2-sample t test 
was performed for each menu design type to discover any differences between the means. There 
was no evidence that the Stacked menu’s post experimental survey results for the Method-TD 
(M=4.09, SD = 0.38) were significantly different than Method-BU (M=4.04, SD = 0.43), t(df) = 
0.667, P > 0.05. There was no evidence that the Radial menu post experimental survey results for 
Method-TD (M=3.36, SD = 0.48) were significantly different than Method-BU (M=3.32, SD = 
0.35), t(df) = 0.745, P > 0.05. There was no evidence that the Spatial menu post experimental 
survey results for Method-TD (M=3.57, SD =0.54) were significantly different than Method-BU 
(M=3.32, SD = 0.39), t(df) = 0.058, P > 0.05.  
 The usability survey results from each method type displayed very similar means for each 
design type between Method-TD and Method-BU. The survey was scored for each participant 
and a score of > 68 was identified as an acceptable score. These results showed that the overall 
opinion of how easy or usable each method type did not differ between methods. The spread of 
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the data between methods was also very similar for the Stacked and Radial designs. The spread 
for Method-BU for the Spatial design was larger than Method-TU and possibly was caused by 
the higher level of complexity associated with the Spatial menu. A 2-sample t test was performed 
for each menu design type to discover any differences between the means. There was no 
evidence that the Stacked menu’s usability survey results for the Method-TD (M=87.32, SD = 
11.09) were significantly different than Method-BU (M=86.2, SD = 9.57), t(df) = 0.707, P > 
0.05. There was no evidence that the Radial menu usability survey results for Method-TD 
(M=58.71, SD = 22.15) were significantly different than Method-BU (M=57.78, SD = 18.75), 
t(df) = 0.868, P > 0.05. There was no evidence that the Spatial menu usability survey results for 
Method-TD (M=71.02, SD = 21.42) were significantly different than Method-BU (M=66.39, SD 
= 19.23), t(df) = 0.407, P > 0.05.  
Frustration levels were examined by analyzing the frustration factor within the NASA 
TLX survey’s results. Similar to the other factors, between menu design types, the Stacked 
scored better than Spatial, with the Radial scoring the worst for both Method-TD and Method-
BU. These results also agree with Bailey’s study that detailed the negative effects of frustration 
levels and high learning curves on task performance (Bailey et al., 2000). A 2-sample t test was 
performed for each menu design type to discover any differences between the means. There was 
no evidence that the Stacked menu Frustration times in the Method-TD configuration (M=0.1, 
SD = 0.13) were significantly different than Method-BU (M=0.273, SD = 0.05), t(df) = 0.273, P 
> 0.05. There was no evidence that the Radial menu Frustration times in the Method-TD 
configuration (M=0.07, SD = 0.05) were significantly different than Method-BU (M=0.73, SD = 
0.25), t(df) = 0.45, P > 0.05. There was no evidence that the Spatial menu Frustration times in 
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the Method-TD configuration (M=0.24, SD = 0.26) were significantly different than Method-BU 
(M=0.31, SD = 0.24), t(df) = 0.351, P > 0.05.  
The User Preference Survey results showed there was no evidence that the Stacked menu 
User Preference survey results in the Method-TD configuration (M=87.59, SD = 10.32) were 
significantly different than Method-BU (M=86.29, SD = 10.57), t(df) = 0.65, P > 0.05. There 
was no evidence that the Radial menu User Preference survey results in the Method-TD 
configuration (M=59.17, SD = 18.81) were significantly different than Method-BU (M=56.43, 
SD = 17.96), t(df) = 0.58, P > 0.05. There was no evidence that the Spatial menu User Preference 
survey results in the Method-TD configuration (M=69.26, SD = 22.11) were significantly 
different than Method-BU (M=64.91, SD = 21.55), t(df) = 0.467, P > 0.05. Table 3.4 shows the 
results from the 2 Sample T Tests for the Time to Complete, Post Experiment Survey, Usability, 













Table 3.4 2 Sample T Test Results for Time to Complete, Post Experiment Survey, Usability, 
Frustration, and User Preference.  
  Method  P-Value N Mean St. Dev. 95% CI for Mean Difference of Means 
2 Sample T Test for the Means of Method-TD and Method-BU 
Stacked 
Method - TD 
0.723 27 
162.44 55.12 (140.6, 184.3) 
-4.93 
Method - BU 167.37 46.11 (149.13, 185.61) 
Radial 
Method - TD 
0.334 27 
447.33 346.02 (310.5, 584.2) 
71.37 
Method - BU 375.96 154.78 (314.7, 437.19) 
Spatial 
Method - TD 
0.515 27 
280.96 97.87 (242.2, 319.7) 
-18.96 
Method - BU 299.93 114.01 (254.8, 345.03) 
2 Sample T Test for Post Experiment Survey Results of Method-TD and Method-BU 
Stacked 
Method - TD 
0.667 27 
4.09 0.38 (3.93, 4.21) 
0.05 
Method - BU 4.04 0.43 (3.87, 4.21) 
Radial 
Method - TD 
0.745 27 
3.36 0.48 (3.17, 3.55) 
0.04 
Method - BU 3.32 0.35 (3.19, 3.46) 
Spatial 
Method - TD 
0.058 27 
3.57 0.54 (3.36, 3.79) 
0.25 
Method - BU 3.32 0.39 (3.17, 3.48) 
2 Sample T Test for Usability Survey Results of Method-TD and Method-BU 
Stacked 
Method - TD 
0.707 27 
87.32 11.09 (82.60, 92.03) 
1.11 
Method - BU 86.2 9.57 (82.42, 89.99) 
Radial 
Method - TD 
0.868 27 
58.71 22.15 (49.95, 67.47) 
0.93 
Method - BU 57.78 18.75 (50.36, 65.20) 
Spatial 
Method - TD 
0.407 27 
71.02 21.42 (62.55, 79.49) 
4.63 
Method - BU 66.39 19.23 (58.78, 73.99) 
2 Sample T Test for Frustration Results of Method-TD and Method-BU 
Stacked 
Method - TD 
0.273 27 
0.1 0.13 (0.05, 0.15) 
0.03 
Method - BU 0.07 0.05 (0.05, 0.09) 
Radial 
Method - TD 
0.45 27 
0.38 0.25 (0.28, 0.47) 
-0.05 
Method - BU 0.73 0.25 (0.33, 0.53) 
Spatial 
Method - TD 
0.351 27 
0.24 0.26 (0.14, 0.34) 
-0.06 
Method - BU 0.31 0.24 (0.21, 0.40) 
2 Sample T Test for User Preference Results for Method-TD and Method-BU 
Stacked 
Method - TD 
0.65 27 
87.59 10.32 (83.51, 91.67) 
1.3 
Method - BU 86.29 10.57 (82.12, 90.48) 
Radial 
Method - TD 
0.58 27 
59.17 18.81 (51.73, 66.61) 
2.74 
Method - BU 56.43 17.96 (49.32, 63.53) 
Spatial 
Method - TD 
0.467 27 
69.26 22.11 (60.51, 78.01) 
4.35 
Method - BU 64.91 21.55 (56.39, 73.43) 
 
 
Across all the data analyzed, both subjective and objective, no statistical differences 
could be found between Method-TD and Method-BU. Whereas these results go against the 
original thoughts of the research team, it does not differ from previous studies for the objective 
variables. Chin (1987) compared a top-down and a bottom-up menu design using 25 commands 
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for an automatic teller machine. The conclusion was that both the bottom-up and top-down 
sorting tasks can be used with equal results when looking at objective variables (Chin, 1987). 
This additional look at the subjective results interestingly mirrors the results found from the 
objective results. The choice between the two would be for the designer to make with 
considerations for the specific task to which it is applied. However, for simple tasks with few 
steps, as was performed in this study, either method is acceptable.  
 
A look at the subjective data collected indicates that there was no difference between 
methods in regard to participants prior knowledge of VR or general computer experience. An 
original hypothesis for this research stated that as video game experience increased, a positive 
correlation would be seen for the overall task completion time and survey results, especially for 
the Spatial design and Method-TD. When analyzing the data on the matrix plots, Figures 3.11 
and 3.12, no such correlation existed. Thus, the researcher concluded that prior video game 
experience did not affect the outcome of the results, nor did it affect a user’s performance level 
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One limitation found included the matching of the actions of the tasks performed in the 
VR for the three menus to the pre-set verbs used in the NGOMSL model in the Cogulator 
software. Since these verbs were originally created to represent actions taken when working with 
in a 2D computer screen medium, it was challenging to pick the correct words to fit the exact 
actions that were now taking place in a 3D environment. The selection of these verbs and/or the 
times associated with them within the Cogulator software may have led to possible 























Stacked: Post Experiment Survey Results
Radial: Post Experiment Survey Results
Spatial: Post Experiment Survey Results
Matrix Plot of Method, Video Game Experience, Post Experiment Survey Results
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A limitation of the Cogulator’s time estimates was the assumption that the participant did 
not make any errors nor took any extra time to search for, think about, or locate the object in 
question. It is always more difficult to hit a moving target and having the menu option appear 
relative to the users’ hands was originally designed to be an enhancing feature specifically in the 
Spatial design, allowing the participants a higher level of mobility, turned out to be a significant 
hinderance to performance.  
Finally, the largest limitation discovered after the completion of the experiment was the 
visibility of the menu designs. For the Stacked menu the buttons were always visible, however, 
the participant needed to press a button on their hand-held controllers to see the options for the 
Radial and Spatial. This design difference may give some explanation to the poor performance 
data collected from these two designs.  
 
3.8 Conclusion.   
In conclusion, this study provided no evidence of a significant difference in task 
performance, accuracy, usability, intuitiveness, or user preference between Method-TD (top-
down) and Method-BU (bottom-up) menu organization in a VR environment. This matches the 
prediction of the NGOMSL that organization does not have an effect on task performance and 
mirrors the objective results found in other literature showing that time to complete and accuracy 
had no effect between methods. When focusing on the subjective variables of usability, 
intuitiveness, and user preference the results also confirmed that there were no differences found 
between Method-TD and Method-BU. This study does however show significant differences 
between the NGOMSL model predicted results and the reported results for the five variables.  
Taking these results into consideration, any future work should not include analysis of these two 
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methods and should focus on differences found between the three menu designs. Based on these 
results, menu organization should be selected based on a designer’s preference to best fit the 





4.1 Introduction  
Virtual Reality (VR) is an emerging research field that allows users to engage themselves 
in environments that allow for analytical reasoning, decision-making processes, and data 
visualizations. Since the 1960’s, researchers have been using VR to push the boundaries of 
mixed realities. Until recently however, high cost was a major inhibitor for many to take full 
advantage of the technology. Because of this, a lack of basic research detailing key quantitative 
elements to using VR has left gaps in the literature. In this study three different menu styles 
(Stacked, Radial, Spatial) each with their own unique interactions, were used to research task 
performance and accuracy between designs.  
 
4.2 Background  
User interface design is the process of making interfaces in software or computerized 
devices with an emphasis on functionality and style. UI is more concerned with the surface and 
overall feel of a design, whereas user experience (UX) covers the entire spectrum of the user 
experience (“User Interface (UI) Design,” 2019). UI design focuses on anticipating what users 
might need to do and ensures that it has elements that are easy to access, understand, and use to 
facilitate those actions (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2019d). Principles of 
UI design involve organization, doing the most with a minimum amount of tasks and hints, and 
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effective communication to the user (Martin, 2019). Concisely, the overall objective of UI design 
is creating something that, to the user, is a natural part of a system.  
The objective of UX is a broad subject with a plethora of different definitions that are 
dependent upon the specific application at hand and UX design generally focuses on more than 
just designing for a screen (Boag, 2019). According to a study from the Oxford Journal 
Interacting with Computers, the objective of user experience, or UX design, is to improve 
customer satisfaction and loyalty through the usefulness, ease of use, and pleasure provided in 
the interaction with the system or product (Kujala, Roto, Väänänen-Vainio-Mattila, Karapanos, 
& Sinnelä, 2011). Usability.gov defines user experience as having a deep understanding of users, 
their skill levels and limitations, and what they need and value. It focuses on promoting constant 
quality improvement of the user’s interaction and perceptions of the overall product (U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, 2019c).  
A healthy understanding of UI vs. UX is helpful with designing VR environments. One 
benefit of using VR environments is the ability to do tasks in a more natural way because of the 
3D environment that lacks the limits of performing tasks in a 2D environment (i.e. on a computer 
screen). The same factors explored in UI and UX research and designs were also considered in 
the environmental design of the Stacked, Radial, and Spatial menu scenes. Care was taken to 
ensure that the user could complete each task assigned with the minimum amount of actions 
needed and that each task was effectively communicated to the user. The researcher also 
attempted to anticipate the user’s general VR skill levels when designing the environment and 
incorporated simple actions and motions into the hand-held controllers to ease the initial learning 
curve for using the system. Once the three design environments were created the variable 
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measurement mechanisms were integrated to determine each users task performance and 
accuracy.  
Task performance was defined as the effectiveness with which users accomplished 
activities that contributed to the overall core or goals, both directly and indirectly (Borman & 
Motowidlo, 1997). It was also defined as the essential technical behaviors and activities involved 
in a job and describes the specific behaviors of individuals using a system (Griffin, Neal, & 
Neale, 2000). Task performance considers the user’s prior knowledge of the task and may also 
consider the learning curve for the task. Learning curve theory is a graphical representation of 
the changing rate of learning for a given task. Normally, the more repetition a user can 
accomplish on a task results in a lesser amount of learning required (Shmula.com, 2007). 
Learning curve measurements can also be influenced by the design of the task performance and 
can give insight into the design’s intuitiveness to the users. Bailey et. al. measured the effects of 
interruptions on task performance on a user interface. This research described the tasks as web-
based adding, counting, image comprehension, reading, comprehension registration and 
selection. The participants were given time to practice the tasks and answer any questions before 
starting the timed experiment. The results showed that more interruptions negatively affect task 
performance by adding additional time needed to complete each task (Bailey et al., 2000). 
Accuracy was defined as the degree to which the result of a measurement, calculation or 
specification conforms to the correct value or a standard (Lexico.com, 2019). Accuracy can also 
be determined based on predictions or a predefined range that a result falls within (Gunawardana 
& Shani, 2009). Accuracy, while commonly used in terms of absolutes, can also be dependent 
upon whomever sets the standard. Based on past experiences with conducting research, pre-
defined assumptions and standards play a large role in determining what is “accurate.” 
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Accuracy was determined from the tasks given in the three different menu designs in the 
context of if the user’s actions to perform each task conformed to the standard. The standard, in 
the case of the experimental tasks, is the correct path, or sequence of steps, to produce the correct 
answer for each task with the least number of clicks needed. This standard was determined by 
the environment’s designer and was given to the user in the form of the task question. If the user 
clicks on the wrong path, their error will be recorded within the environment, however, they will 
be able to correct their mistake and complete the task successfully.  
 
4.2.1 Related Works  
The topics of task performance and accuracy when using VR have been found in 
published research as recent as this year (2020). This finding was not only helpful in the 
furtherment of this research effort, but was also encouraging and validated the importance of the 
factors to a user’s virtual experience. Kang et. al. published a study that compared different 3D 
user interaction methods for moving virtual objects to new locations within a virtual 
environment. The three approaches consisted of 1) gaze and pinch interaction, 2) direct touch 
and grab interaction, and 3) worlds-in-miniature interaction. The task performance was observed 
for each interaction type with the final results showing that using the worlds-in-miniature method 
allowed for the task to be completed in a timelier and more accurate manner. When the user was 
asked to move an object to a new location using the worlds-in-miniature interaction, a mini 
model of the room would appear in front of the user. Next the user would use their controllers to 
move around objects in the mini model which would be mirrored in the life-sized environment at 
the same time. The results showed that the worlds-in-miniature interaction resulted in the best 
overall task completion times and accuracy of item placement with the reasoning being that the 
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users grasped a better understanding of the 3D environment and where objects were located 
when they could see the entire space from a birds-eye viewpoint (Kang, Shin, & Ponto, 2020). 
Another study that focused more on accuracy investigated using a VR tablet to select point-cloud 
data through a clipping box. The results showed that using this “slicing” technique to select a 
group of points significantly improved overall accuracy of selection when compared to selecting 
points mid-air (free-hand) only (Montano-Murillo et al., 2020). Using VR add-ons as an aid for 
students when programming traditional industrial robots had both positive and negative results. 
While the visualization aspects of the VR greatly improved the student’s overall understanding, 
the students found it difficult to create tasks with desired accuracy using the VR headset. This 
recorded inaccuracy from the VR system may be a result from the controllers lack of 
representation of actual hand movements when grabbing and/or touching objects (Chang, 
Devine, & Klitzing, 2020).  
 
4.3 Design Implementation  
4.3.1 Set up 
A ThinkPad Lenovo laptop that hosted the VR environment and was used to create the 
Unity3D game engine was used by the participants in this study (Unity.com, 2019). The users 
interacted with an Oculus Rift S VR headset and hand controllers. The study had the ability to be 
administered in a variety of locations that met the Oculus Rift criteria for safe virtual reality use 
(“Get Ready for Rift S,” 2019). Oculus recommends an area of at least 3 feet by 3 feet and 6.5 





The Stacked menu design consists of a grouping of vertically stacked buttons (i.e. buttons 
are arranged in space along the same vertical plane) that all sat on a visible menu panel inside of 
the VR environment. The buttons were selected by pointing a ray-cast (laser) onto the menu 
buttons with the hand-held controllers and selecting the buttons (clicking), via the trigger button 
on the controllers. In this design, the menu system was always visible in the scene and was 
located in a fixed position in the environment relative to the user’s headset. 
The Radial menu design is a grouping of buttons that was arranged around the user’s 
hand-held controllers and connected to the thumb-stick. The user highlighted the buttons by 
rotating the thumb-stick button on the controller and pressing down on the thumb-stick to select 
a menu option. In this design the menu system was only visible in the scene when the user had 
his/her thumb over the controller’s thumb-stick button. This meant that when the user placed 
their thumb on top of the thumb-stick button the menu options appeared and then disappeared 
when the thumb is lifted off of the thumb-stick button.  
The Spatial menu design consisted of 3D menu options that appeared in space arranged in 
a circle around the user’s hand controller and were selected by the user moving their hand to 
touch a menu item. In this design, the menu system was only visible in the scene when the user 
has clicked the “A” button on the hand-held controllers to make the menu options visible. The 









Figure 4.1 Different Menu Designs 
(a)   2D Stacked Menu Design using Ray-Casting 
(b)   Touchpad Radial Menu Design using Hand-Held Controllers 
(c)   Spatial Menu Design using Controller Movement Only 
 
4.4 User Study  
4.4.1 Participants 
This research complied with the American Psychological Association Code of Ethics and 
was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Mississippi State University. Informed 
consent was obtained from each participant. Fifty-four participants were engaged for this 
analysis and were primarily from Mississippi State University and the Starkville community. An 
a priori power analysis was performed in order to estimate the necessary sample size for this 
study. Several articles with a similar number of participants were used as an example for the a 
priori power analysis along with a guide for choosing effect size, alpha, and the power number 
(“Introduction to Power Analysis,” 2019) (Hunt, 2012; Makransky et al., 2019; Markarnski & 
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Lilleholt, 2018; R. E. Mayer, 2017; R. Mayer & Pilegard, 2014; McLaren et al., 2017; Meyer et 
al., 2019; Soper, 2006). This research chose an effect size of d=0.8, an alpha of 0.05, and a 
power of 0.8. The estimated total sample size for a two-tailed hypothesis is N=52 with a 
minimum sample size per group of 26.  
Three mitigation efforts were used to combat order effect including: users were allowed 
to take a short break between each interactive design to avoid fatigue (Hirota et al., 2019; Hirsch, 
2017),  users were allowed a brief training period before performing the tasks to avoid practice 
effects (Falleti et al., 2006), and the user interfaces were counterbalanced to help control order 
effects (Bailey et al., 2000; Meyer et al., 2019; “Order Effects: Definition, Examples and 
Solutions,” 2019; “Order Effects,” 2019) (J. Chen & Or, 2017; Kim et al., 2013; Li et al., 2017; 
Stadie et al., 2010; Whitlock et al., 2018). Each design style included three different questions 
that were repeated three times (e.g. Q1: create a scatterplot, Q2: create a histogram, Q3: create a 
line graph, Q4: create a scatterplot, Q5: create a histogram, Q6: create a line graph, Q7: create a 
scatterplot, Q8: create a histogram, Q9: create a line graph). This was done to ensure enough data 
points were collected for each question type across the three designs.  
Participants’ age ranged from 18 to 75 years of age and were required to be 18 or older, 
sign a participation agreement form stating they understood all the associated risks involved with 
VR use, and have very limited or no VR experience. Risks included, but were not limited to: 
simulation sickness, eye strain, and nausea with pregnant women being excluded from the study 
entirely.  Experts were also excluded and were defined as an individual who currently hold a job 
that includes virtual reality or menu building job tasks and/or has an advanced degree in menu 




Figure 4.2 Bar Chart of Ages of Participants  
 
4.4.2 Tasks 
With each menu design style, users were asked to complete 27 total tasks which spans 
over all three menu designs. Nine tasks, for each menu design, are given with each task having 
six steps. Each individual task follows the same process for each of the three menu designs.  
• Task 1: activate the menu and select “Open Folder” 
• Task 2: select the correct file (given in the instructions) 
• Task 3: select the correct graph type (given in the instructions) 
• Task 4: select the correct variables (given in the instructions) 
• Task 5: select “Create Graph” 





















The menus always appeared within a reachable distance from the user because the 
distance was based off the user’s actual arm length determined by the distance between the 
headset and the controllers when held in the user’s hands. This range was on average between 
0.6 and 0.8 meters, which is the average length of a human arm.  
The primary purpose of these tasks was to determine if the user can complete the task, 
calculate the amount of time it took a user to complete each task, and if the user could select the 
correct menu options to complete the task on the first attempt. 
 
4.4.3 Experiment Procedure 
This study employed a within-subject design. Each set of tasks a user performed within 
each menu design was fully counter-balanced to minimize the learning effect. Participants 
experience all three menu designs in a randomized order. The entire process took approximately 
45 mins. Initial predictions were that the Stacked and Spatial menu designs would outperform 
the Radial menu design. This prediction was based on the previous work by Y Chang et. al. that 
reported that VR interactions that did not match actual hand movements, meaning that selecting 
buttons in such a way that did not mimic how a user would press a physical button, led to higher 
inaccuracies (Chang et al., 2020). This prediction was also made because of the Cogulator’s time 





4.4.4 Measures  
Task performance focused on the tasks given in the three different menu design 
interaction environments. Since task performance measures effectiveness and whether the overall 
goals were met, the focus was on if the predefined completion steps for each task were 
completed, and the amount of time required to complete the task compared to the expected time 
to complete each task.  
Initially the Cogulator software was used to calculate the expected times to complete 
each task given to the user. Cogulator is an open-source software that uses many forms of 
GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods, Selection Rules), including NGOMSL, to produce predicted 
task times with additions included that predict working memory load and mental workload 
(Estes, 2017). This expected completion time served as the standard for the duration of the 
experiment assuming no errors. Similar to the “task performance indicator” which timed the 
tasks used in Bailey’s experiment, this study collected each user’s task time and task completion 
using custom software built within the Unity3D software tools (Bailey et al., 2000).  
Task performance was defined as a completed task which was counted as an accept score, 
while a non-completed task received a failing score for each user. For all three menu designs, if 
the cumulative completed tasks, across all users, were greater than 70%, then it was deemed a 
success for the corresponding menu design. In reference to the time to complete a task, the 
standard threshold is that a completion within the Cogulator time +/- 30% was deemed 
acceptable and a completion time of more than the Cogulator time + 30% of the Cogulator time 
was deemed an unacceptable time. This was chosen using the logic that if the assumption is 
made that the Cogulator’s time is the “standard” and an error rate of up to 30% is acceptable, 
then the threshold can be set at Cogulator time + 30%. Overall, for the three menu designs, if 
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more than 70% of the task completion times, for all users, were acceptable, then it was deemed a 
success for the corresponding menu design.  
Accuracy was determined for the three different menu designs by assessing how well the 
user followed the correct path, or sequence of steps, to produce the correct answer for each task 
with the fewest number of clicks. This standard is determined by the environment’s designer and 
is given to the user in the form of the task question. In the event that the user clicked on the 
wrong path, their error was recorded within the environment, however, they were able to correct 
their mistake and complete the task successfully.  
Gunawardana stated that when looking at improving user interfaces, it is best to keep the 
given tasks fixed (Gunawardana & Shani, 2009). The number of clicks made by the user to 
successfully complete the task provided a major indicator of user accuracy. With the tasks fixed 
for each design, the accuracy could easily be measured between users and design types. The 
experiment designer could predetermine the minimum number of clicks, or selections, required 
to correctly perform each task. The users were measured against this standard number of 
selections.  
Accuracy was recorded in two ways. First, if the task was completed with no wrong 
clicks and/or did not exceed the minimum number of clicks required to achieve the correct result, 
task performance was counted as accurate. A completed task that had one or more clicks above 
the minimum required number of clicks received a failing score. Second, the number of extra 
clicks was also recorded. Overall for menu designs, if more than 70% of the tasks, for all users, 




4.5 Results  
All 54 participants were able to complete all 27 tasks across the three menu designs. 
Generally, the histogram questions (2, 5, 8) were completed faster than the line graph questions 
(3,6,9) and the scatterplot questions (1,4, 7), respectively. This was predicted via the Cogulator’s 
results and because of the number of actions and variables needed to complete these question 
types differed with the histogram requiring the least amount of actions followed by the line graph 
and then scatterplot. 
A normality test was conducted using Minitab software for the three design’s total 
completion times for each participant. Stacked design resulted in a p value = 0.163, the Radial 
resulted in a p value of < 0.005, and the Spatial design resulted in a p value of 0.046.  The Radial 
results, upon looking at a fitness line, seemed to indicate that the data was right-skewed and also 
contained some extreme outliers. These outliers were not excluded from the data or final results 
and included two points that fell beyond the third standard deviation threshold. The results from 
the normality tests are shown in the table below.  








Mean 164.9 sec. 411.6 sec. 290.4sec. 
St. Dev. 50.4 sec. 267.9 sec 105.7 sec. 
N 54 54 54 
AD 0.535 5.766 0.755 
P-Value 0.163 <0.005 0.046 
 
A one-way ANOVA with an alpha = 0.05 was performed on the total time to complete 
each menu design for all 54 participants. This statistical test was chosen because of the p values 
of the Stacked and Spatial indicating that the data resembled a normal distribution.  The one-way 
ANOVA and Tukey results for the task performance data, as predicted, showed significant 
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differences in the time to complete the tasks across the different menu designs [F (2, 161) = 
28.84, p = 0.00]. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the average task 
completion time for the Radial menu (M=411.6, SD = 267.9) was significantly longer than the 
Spatial menu (M=290.4, SD = 105.7) which took longer than the Stacked menu (M=164.91, SD 
= 50.4). This test showed a 90% chance of detecting a difference of 141.98 seconds and at most a 
60% chance of detecting a difference of 40.43 seconds.  The data also highlighted the very large 
variability in the Radial group with at least four participants that seemed to really struggle to 
complete tasks using this menu design. Possible explanations for these outliers include the age of 
the participants, which fell in the “over 30” category and the low rankings for their overall video 
game playing experience and general computer knowledge.  
Accuracy was measured by the participant’s ability to complete the tasks with the 
minimum number of clicks meaning that the task was completed with no mistakes. The 
percentage of tasks that were inaccurately completed are shown in the table below. The accuracy 
results were coded so that for each accuracy task received a 1 and each task completed either 
inaccurately or with more than the acceptable number of clicks received a 2. This coding allowed 
for statistical test to be performed on the data in Minitab. The one-way ANOVA and Tukey 
results for the accuracy of each menu design showed significant differences in the means across 
the designs [F (2, 1457) = 127.63, p = 0.00]. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test 
indicated that the average accuracy for the Radial menu (M=1.43, SD = 0.5) was worse than the 
Spatial menu (M=1.22, SD = 0.42) which was worse than the Stacked menu (M=1.03, SD = 
0.18). 
The table below reports the task performance results including the standard time 
(calculated by the Cogulator plus a 30% buffer for learning curve), the average completion time 
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across all participants, the percent of users who exceeded the threshold time, and the percent of 
users who accurately completed each task without mistakes or additional clicks.  
 













(% of users) 
Task 1 Stacked 41.3 18.9 0.0% 98.2% 
Radial 38.9 67.3 81.5% 42.6% 
Spatial 36.1 49.4 79.6% 75.9% 
Task 2 Stacked 28.7 15.9 7.4% 25.9% 
Radial 26.5 38.7 72.2% 55.6% 
Spatial 24.4 26.7 24.1% 70.4% 
Task 3 
 
Stacked 32.9 13.7 1.9% 98.2% 
Radial 30.3 34.3 37.0% 44.4% 
Spatial 27.8 29.3 42.6% 64.8% 
Task 4 Stacked 34.3 13.9 0.0% 98.2% 
Radial 33 34.3 46.3% 55.6% 
Spatial 30.4 31 44.4% 83.3% 
Task 5 
 
Stacked 28.7 12.5 3.7% 98.2% 
Radial 26.5 24.8 31.5% 59.3% 
Spatial 24.4 19.4 18.5% 83.3% 
Task 6 Stacked 32.9 13.4 0.0% 96.3% 
Radial 24.6 27 50.0% 68.5% 
Spatial 27.8 23.4 24.1% 85.2% 
Task 7 Stacked 36.1 13.8 0.0% 98.2% 
Radial 33 30.1 25.9% 61.1% 
Spatial 30.4 25.8 33.3% 72.3% 
Task 8 Stacked 28.7 10.3 0.0% 94.4% 
Radial 26.5 24.7 27.8% 63.0% 
Spatial 24.4 17.8 14.8% 77.8% 
Task 9 Stacked 32.9 12.1 0.0% 96.3% 
Radial 24.6 29.5 46.3% 63.0% 
Spatial 27.8 21.7 22.2% 87.0% 
Total  Stacked 296.7 164.7 1.9% 92.6% 
Radial 275.3 412.8 75.9% 42.6% 







When examining the normality of the overall time to complete for the three menu 
designs, the p values indicate that for the Stacked menu design the researchers could fail to reject 
the null hypothesis. This meant there is not enough evidence to conclude that the data does not 
follow a normal distribution. This same conclusion can be applied to the Spatial menu design. 
Even though the p value is below the 0.05 limit, it is very close at 0.046 suggesting that a 
graphical representation of the data closely follows the normal line. The Radial menu design, we 
must however, reject the null hypothesis because the p value is less than 0.05 and the data does 
not follow the normal line, but rather indicates that the data is right skewed.  
The overall task performance results did not match the initial predictions of the 
researcher which predicted that the Stacked and Spatial would perform the best, followed by the 
Radial, with the Radial having a higher number of “bad” task performance times recorded. These 
results mirror the conclusions reported in Y Chang et. al.’s work that found that VR interactions 
that did not closely match natural and actual hand movements led to higher inaccuracy rates 
when performing tasks such as grabbing and touching objects (Chang et al., 2020). The total 
sequence of movements for the Radial design was the least natural for pressing a button if doing 
so in a physical application. Because of the Radial’s requirement to use the thumb to both 
navigate to the button, and also select it using the same controller mechanism, this complexity 
most likely caused the significant increase in task performance times.  
Task performance results showed that very small percentages of participants using the 
Stacked design failed to complete the tasks within the allotted acceptable time. Dissimilarity, 
approximately 60% of the participants failed to complete the tasks within the allotted acceptable 
time when using the Spatial, and approximately 75% failed with using the Radial. When looking 
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at each task individually and comparing the number of participants that failed to complete in 
time, all but three tasks (Task 2, 3 and 7) resulted in a higher failure rate for the Radial than the 
Spatial. For the Radial menu, all but Task 7 failed to achieve acceptable overall task performance 
(>70% of participants meeting the acceptable task times). In four out of the nine tasks, the 
Spatial menu results failed to meet the >70% threshold. Task performance was deemed 
successful for all the tasks completed using the Stacked menu.  
Whereas the overall success of the Stacked menu design was surprising given the 
Cogulator’s predictions, the number of participants that failed to complete the Spatial tasks in the 
acceptable amount of time was even more so and did not follow what was originally 
hypothesized. In regard to the Stacked menu, the overall good user performance matched 
previous research that focused on ray casting with different organization styles of menus. Jeong 
et. al. (2016) reported, similarly to the results found here, reported that a stacked menu design in 
a 3D environment with paired with ray casting resulted in the best user performance and was 
favored by users (Jeong et al., 2016). In regard to the Spatial design’s overall results, even 
though the movement is similar to real-life button selection with the use of physical arm 
movement to touch buttons in 3D space, the users did not perform as well as expected. This may 
be due to features of the Spatial design including where in the 3D space the buttons appeared. 
Because each group of buttons appeared in space in relation to the user’s hand-held controllers 
for each task step, it caused the buttons to change locations each time the user moved their hand 
to a new location in space. This feature, which was initially thought to increase movement 
flexibility for the user, may have caused user confusion, frustration, and the higher task 
performance times.  
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Accuracy results indicated that over 30% of all participants could not complete the 
entirety of the tasks accurately using the Radial menu design. Also, less than 8% of participants 
could not complete the task accurately (i.e. used more than the minimum number of clicks 
required) using the Stacked menu, and less than 30% of participants, with the exception of Task 
3 at 35.19%, could not complete the tasks accurately using the Spatial menu. This measure, 
which does not include time as a factor, shows a huge gap between accuracy using the Radial 
and the Stacked menus.  This also indicated that the Radial menu type failed the overall accuracy 
test because the results did not meet the >70% accuracy threshold for any of the tasks. Only Task 
3 within the Spatial data set failed to meet this threshold and all tasks within the Stacked met the 
threshold. These findings mirrored the task performance times and suggested a correlation 
between the task performance times and the overall accuracy. Generally, as the overall accuracy 
decreased, task performance time increases and this lack of accuracy is likely a contributor to the 
increased task time in which the users exceeded the predicted times in Table 3.2.  This 
correlation was also observed in the research conducted by Bailey et. al. where they reported that 
a higher number of interruptions, which can also be interpreted in terms of this research as 
inaccurate attempts, led to longer task times (Bailey et al., 2000). The accuracy results were 
plotted on a line graph to determine if the accuracy over time changed for each of the three 
designs. A best fit line was applied to each design to better illustrate the trend. The Stacked 
design showed no significant increase or decrease in the overall number of participants who 
completed the tasks accurately as the progressed from task 1 to 9. This indicated to the 
researcher that any inaccuracies seen were probably not caused by the effects of learning the new 
system. However, both the Radial and the Spatial designs saw a negative slope on the best fit 
line. This indicated that the effects of the learning curve were still present even after the 
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participants had completed the initial training sessions. Both Radial and Spatial saw the overall 
number of participants making mistakes decrease as they worked through the tasks. The figure 
below shows these results.  
 




From both a task performance and accuracy standpoint, the Radial menu design failed to 
meet performance requirements and caused users to make more errors and spend more time than 
was needed for simple tasks. Possible explanations for the Radial menu’s poor performance 
include the sensitivity of the buttons which led to increased errors and the need for users to move 
and select each button using the same joystick and thumb at the same time. Using the thumb to 
both navigate and select options most likely led to the increase in the time to complete each task 
and thus negatively affected overall task performance. Also, the Spatial design did not perform 
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as originally hypothesized. This lack of acceptable task performance times and accuracy may be 
due to a design feature that caused the buttons to move in space in relation to the user’s hands 
which may have caused confusion and frustration.  
 
4.7 Limitation 
A limitation of this study that may have affected the overall task performance and 
accuracy results was the moving menu location design feature. For the Stacked design, the menu 
always appeared in the same place and was always visible in the scene. Whereas these features 
may not be ideal for some VR applications, the researcher believes that it had a positive impact 
on the user’s performance. For both the Radial and Spatial the menus were not always visible in 
the scene and required user input to make them visible. The Spatial menu also appeared in the 
location that the user’s hands were when the activation button was pressed. This caused the 
buttons to change where they appeared in the scene and overall caused a possible negative 
impact on the accuracy and lengthened the time it took users to compete the tasks.  
Another limitation included a way to gauge prior knowledge of the user. The user’s prior 
knowledge could influence the performance and cause bias, which may have altered the final 
results of the experiment. This gap was addressed through trying to collect a wide range of age 
groups to cover participants that would have a lot of prior knowledge (assumption that these 
users are under 30 years of age) and a smaller amount of prior knowledge (assumption that these 
users are over 30). This mitigation was accomplished by carefully selecting which users 
participated in the study and ensuring that half of the participants were under 30 years of age. 
The assumption of this effort was that the researchers could better determine and make 
inferences about the overall task performance per individual and across the whole population. 
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Also, prior knowledge can influence the learning curve shape and through the use of the training 
period for each user, a participant with limited prior knowledge could practice until conformable 
with the environment. Adding this feature helped close any gaps caused by participant prior 
knowledge and experience with similar VR and software interactions. 
 
4.8 Conclusion 
The findings from this research into the three menu designs have resulted in several 
insightful results with respect to task performance and accuracy. Normality tests indicated that 
the Stacked and most likely the Spatial overall task performance times followed a normal 
distribution, while the Radial most likely did not, having a right skewness. A one-way ANOVA 
indicated that there were significant differences between the three means. Based on a pre-
determined acceptable level of task performance, the researchers can recommend the Stacked 
menu design, but do not recommend the Spatial and Radial designs based on task performance. 
Based on overall acceptable level of accuracy, the researchers can recommend the Stacked and 
Spatial, but not the Radial. These findings give some insights into the type of menu design 
appropriate for an application. For example, if both accuracy and speed are essential, then a 
Stacked design would be most appropriate. However, if the time to complete was not a 
significant factor, but the ability to have menu options that moved with the user then the Spatial 
design might be most appropriate. The ease of selection using the laser in the Stacked design 
over the physical motion of the Spatial design is most likely the reason for the significantly better 
task performance and accuracy results and when applicable, the Stacked design should be 
considered for implementation into future VR environments that are used for menu selection and 




STUDY 3  
5.1 Introduction  
The use of menus within virtual reality (VR) environments has often been overshadowed 
by the novelty of the VR environment itself and has created a gap in the literature for acceptable 
design options while in VR. While there is a growing response to this gap, there is not as heavy a 
focus on different qualitative factors that influence the user’s perception of the VR environment. 
A designer once said, “people ignore design that ignores people” (Stevens & Chimero, 2018). A 
good design is a necessity for a successful product. When technology is difficult to use, users 
tend to dislike it and effort that is supposed to be put into the goal of the technology instead is 
used in overcoming steep learning curves or high mental workloads caused by the product. 
Preference, by definition, requires the existence of two or more options. Research into human 
preferences in regard to technology interfaces has been an ongoing topic for many years. 
Without a comparison factor, users struggle to truly form options or helpful insights for 
improvements. This study will dive into three different VR menu styles (Stacked, Radial, 
Spatial), each with their own unique interactions, and discuss the usability, intuitiveness, and 
user preference of each style both with subjective and objective data.  
5.2 Background  
The current consumer market is full of examples of great ideas that had poor designs and 
ultimately failed because of a poor design. A first step in designing a VR environment should be 
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to understand what the goal or purpose of the design is. With respect to user interface design 
(UI), the goal of a designer is to create a design that allows the user to accomplish goals as 
directly and as effortlessly as possible; along with creating a sense of seamlessness in the 
environment. The Interaction Design Foundation’s website lists guidelines to follow to deliver 
acceptable UIs: predictability in button function, high discoverability, simple interfaces, good 
use of alignment, color, contrast and text/font design, minimization of the number of actions 
needed to perform tasks, feedback to the user, reusable designs, and design consistency (“User 
Interface (UI) Design,” 2019). The design should not force the user to have to think about how to 
interact with the UI, but rather be a natural extension of the environment (Liu, 2018). These 
guidelines illustrate the overarching goals that the designers are trying to accomplish, with 
respect to the functionality of the software and the typical user that will be interacting with it.  
Subsequently, the researcher must also take a key role in the design. The goal of the 
researcher is to determine the essential elements needed in the design while simultaneously 
minimizing the number of actions needed to perform the task.  UI detectability and functionality 
must also consider the available screen space and requires environment specific research to 
ensure a design will fit well with the environment. Different interface elements can be designed 
with space constraints in mind, such as containers: (e.g., accordions); and navigational 
components: (e.g., breadcrumb, slider, search fields, slider, tags, icons). It is the responsibility of 
the designer to determine which design style matches the needed functionality and the expected 
users. Sometimes multiple elements may be appropriate, however more elements may cause 
more mental strain for the user (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2019d).  
Another goal of the UI/UX researcher is to have effective communication with UI/UX designers. 
Open communication between both parties will allow for seamless development and for 
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“designing with the user in mind” to take precedence leading to high quality products and 
designs. The need for open communication is a lesson learned that has been observed in personal 
research efforts. 
Usability is defined as the quality of a user’s experience when interacting with products 
or systems, including websites, software, devices, or application. It is about effectiveness, 
efficiency, and the overall satisfaction of the user. It includes several factors such as: efficiency 
of use, memorability, error frequency and severity, and subjective satisfaction (U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services, 2019b).  Usability is determined from both objective and 
subjective results (e.g. System Usability Scale (SUS) survey) in this study. Usability for this 
application focuses on the quality of the three interactions based on an analysis of overall 
accuracy, time to complete tasks, and user feelings.  
Intuitiveness, when referring to a software design, is defined as a characteristic of a 
design such that is readily learned or understood (Merriam & Webster, 2019). In terms of 
software intuitiveness, it also refers to software that has a friendly interface, is easy to use, and 
minimizes the number of tasks needed to accomplish a goal. Intuitiveness, as a measurable 
factor, is not commonly used in software testing because of the difficulty in defining it, and 
because it usually is part of a software’s usability test (“Intuitive Software,” 2019). This research 
however chose to include this factor and use it as an indicator for mental demand and frustration. 
Learning curve theory can also be a piece to the puzzle when defining intuitiveness because the 
assumption can be made that software with extreme learning curves do not possess the defining 
qualities that encompass intuitiveness (Bailey et al., 2000).  
Intuitiveness, while historically considered a part of usability, is separated for this study 
as a means to focus on the human interaction with the tasks and the environment designs in terms 
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of user frustration and mental work load. In this study, a synonym for intuitiveness could be a 
design with overall low mental workload. However, because users will have some level of 
frustration when first interacting with the environment, a training session will be given to 
alleviate initial frustrations. As an attempt to mitigate the learning curve associated with the 
headset and hand controllers, the users can practice the skills needed to perform the tasks until 
they feel comfortable moving forward with the experiment. Not all learning curve effects, 
however, are negative and the amount of time it takes for a participant to become comfortable 
with the menu design interactions will be seen as part of the final results. 
User preference is defined as the highest-ranking alternative, between two or more 
options, indicated by a group of users through various testing methods. This testing, sometimes 
called A/B testing, is a form of multivariate testing where half the users see one design and the 
other half see a slightly different version. Straight preference testing (i.e. asking the participants 
to arbitrarily select their preference) was not as effective because it did not reflect real world 
usage, and users were not usually invested in the outcome (Travis, 2019). Strong evidence from 
preference testing comes from users doing tasks or engaging in some activity that is relevant to 
the product being designed. User preference can also be defined as an extension of a usability 
test. It is common to use a SUS survey to determine the overall usability of a system. Because of 
the ease of use and scoring associated with the SUS survey this study will utilize a survey 
formatted exactly like the SUS survey to ask participants about their preferences between menu 
designs. This method allowed the research team to easily capture more specific information 
about the participants overall preferences and use the same scoring methodology used in the SUS 




5.2.1 Related Works  
Usability is a commonly studied factor when looking at VR related literature and its 
popularity gives this study an advantage by allowing for known, usable techniques to be 
implemented initially to enhance the variables being studied. Relevant examples of both usability 
and intuitiveness techniques found in literature include designing for natural motion and 
interaction mechanisms to be more intuitive and easier to use, and evaluating mental and 
physical requirements to reduce total workload for tasks (Kang et al., 2020; Montano-Murillo et 
al., 2020). Interestingly, usability studies published decades ago, in relation to personal computer 
software designs, are still extremely relevant today and provide invaluable insights for 
environmental usability (Kaur, 1997) (Schnack et al., 2018). These articles focused on issues 
such as color, size, shape, position, and other aspects of the environmental and menu design. 
Specifically, the higher the usability of a VR environment, the stronger the feeling of immersion 
and perceived naturalness for the participant which led to better user performance (Schnack et 
al., 2018). In terms of interaction mechanisms usability was linked to design features such as 
haptic feedback which was shown to result in overall faster task performance in VR (Aras et al., 
2014a; Moschonas et al., 2011). Variables that have been recorded to have a direct impact on 
overall usability and intuitiveness of a design included knowing information about the user’s 
tasks, spatial knowledge of the environment, viewpoint/representation in the environment, 
objects in the vicinity, system behavior, available actions, and action feedback. These variables, 
reported in Kaur’s research, also explored the use of modeling, model interactions and clarity of 
the models and interfaces. It was found that these also play a significant role in the overall 
usability of a VR system (Kaur, 1997).  
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The use of ray-casting is common in VR environments for its overall improvement to 
human-model ease of interaction and is a technique for rendering three-dimensional images with 
complex light interactions by tracking a path of light through pixels on an image plane. This 3D 
interaction allows for the ray cast to identify the object and manipulate it as needed. In 
Argelaguet’s article, to combat limited intuitive VR environment, ray casting offered better 
control and allowed for the user to reach objects well beyond their natural reach in VR. Best 
practices found in this article included the need to provide rapid selection, accuracy, ease of 
understanding and control, and only cause low levels of fatigue (Argelaguet & Andujar, 2013).  
Jeong et. al. found that, when testing for 3D interaction techniques, the use of ray-casting 
and stack menus would potentially be the best techniques for data entry (Jeong et al., 2016). 
Similarly, Vanacken et. al.’s use of ray casting minimized arm fatigue which helped improve the 
usability along with the improved feedback to the user to signal that the object had been selected 
(Vanacken et al., 2009).  
 
5.3 Design Implementation  
5.3.1 Set up 
This study was conducted on a ThinkPad Lenovo laptop that hosted the VR environment 
that was created using the Unity3D game engine (Unity.com, 2019). The users used an Oculus 
Rift S VR headset and hand controllers. The study had the ability to be administered in a variety 
of locations that meets the Oculus Rift criteria for safe virtual reality use (“Get Ready for Rift S,” 
2019). Oculus recommends an area of at least 3 feet by 3 feet and 6.5 feet for room-scale and 




While in the VR environment, the user had the opportunity to step through a tutorial 
session which allowed the user to become comfortable wearing the headset while they were 
taught how to use their hand-held controllers. A training session was given to each participant 
before using each of the menu systems. During the tutorial and the experiment, the users used 
three menu designs to perform a series of tasks. Verbal and written instructions were given to the 
users for each task. The users also had the option to skip a task if they could not complete it.  
The Stacked menu consisted of a grouping of stacked buttons (i.e. buttons are arranged in 
space along the same vertical plane) that all sit on a menu panel inside of the VR environment. 
The user interacts with the always visible menu system by pointing a ray-cast (laser) onto the 
menu buttons with their hand-held controllers and selecting the buttons (clicking), via the trigger 
button on the controllers, that are pointed to with the ray-cast.  
The Radial menu consisted of a grouping of buttons that are attached in a circle around 
the user’s hand-held controllers. The user selected the buttons by rotating the thumb-stick button 
on the controller and pressed down on the button to select a menu option. In this design the menu 
system was only visible when the user has his/her thumb over the controller’s thumb-stick 
button. This meant that when the user placed their thumb on top of the thumb-stick button the 
menu options appeared and will then disappeared when the thumb was lifted off of the thumb-
stick button.  
The Spatial menu, created in Unity 3D by Mississippi State University researchers, was 
where the menu options appeared in space around the user’s hand controller and were selected 
by the user touching a menu item. In this design, the menu system was only visible in the scene 
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when the user clicked the “A” button on the hand-held controllers to toggle the menu system on. 
The figure below shows the three different menu designs. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Different Menu Designs 
(a)   2D Stacked Menu Design using Ray-Casting 
(b)   Touchpad Radial Menu Design using Hand-Held Controllers 
(c)   Spatial Menu Design using Controller Movement Only 
 
5.4 User Study  
5.4.1 Participants 
Fifty-four participants were engaged for this analysis and were primarily from 
Mississippi State University and the Starkville community. An a priori power analysis was 
performed in order to estimate the necessary sample size for this study. Several articles with a 
similar number of participants were used as an example for the a priori power analysis along 
with a guide for choosing effect size, alpha, and the power number (“Introduction to Power 
Analysis,” 2019) (Hunt, 2012; Makransky et al., 2019; Markarnski & Lilleholt, 2018; R. E. 
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Mayer, 2017; R. Mayer & Pilegard, 2014; McLaren et al., 2017; Meyer et al., 2019; Soper, 
2006). This research chose an effect size of d=0.8, an alpha of 0.05, and a power of 0.8. The 
estimated total sample size for a two-tailed hypothesis is N=52 with a minimum sample size per 
group of 26.  
Potential order effects were addressed using three different mitigation techniques. The 
first consisted of counteracting user fatigue by allowing the users to take a short break between 
each interactive design using Hirsch’s effective learning to break ratio (Hirota et al., 2019; 
Hirsch, 2017). Second, the researcher tackled order effect caused by lack of practice by ensuring 
each user completed a brief training period before performing the tasks (Falleti et al., 2006). 
Third, counterbalancing was used to regulate any order effects’ impact on the results (Bailey et 
al., 2000; Meyer et al., 2019; “Order Effects: Definition, Examples and Solutions,” 2019; “Order 
Effects,” 2019) (J. Chen & Or, 2017; Kim et al., 2013; Li et al., 2017; Stadie et al., 2010; 
Whitlock et al., 2018).  
Participants’ age ranged from 18 to 75 years of age. Participants were required to be 18 
or older, sign a participation agreement form stating they understood all the associated risks 
involved with VR use, and have very limited or no VR experience. Risks included, but were not 
limited to: simulation sickness, eye strain, and nausea with pregnant women being excluded from 
the study entirely.  Experts were also excluded and were defined as an individual who currently 
holds a job that includes virtual reality or menu building job tasks and/or has an advanced degree 





Figure 5.2 Bar Chart: Age Ranges by Method 
 
5.4.2 Tasks 
With each menu design style, users were asked to complete 27 tasks total, 9 tasks per 
each menu design. Each task follows the same process for each of the three menu designs.  
• Task 1: activate the menu and select “Open Folder” 
• Task 2: select the correct file (given in the instructions) 
• Task 3: select the correct graph type (given in the instructions) 
• Task 4: select the correct variables (given in the instructions) 
• Task 5: select “Create Graph” 





















The menus always appeared within a reachable area from the user, a range between 0.6 
and 0.8 meters, which is the average length of a human arm. The primary purpose of these tasks 
was to determine the intuitiveness of each menu design and interaction style, the usability of 
each through the use of a SUS survey and the NASA TLX survey, and the user preference 
through a survey. These surveys were given to the users after completing the experiment. 
 
5.4.3 Experiment Procedure 
5.4.4 Measures  
Researchers often use the expression “test early and often” when referring to usability. 
Usability testing uses surveys or interviews, first click testing, and gauges the user interaction 
end-to-end. In this research, usability focused only on the user experience, overall satisfaction, 
and efficiency of use. Usability.gov details several best practices for testing usability that was 
used in this study including the use of the SUS survey. Sauro (2011) stated that a correct first 
click equals an 87% chance the user will complete the task whereas an incorrect first click will 
result in 46% chance the user will complete the task (Sauro, 2011). This first click testing is an 
objective approach to testing usability. Click-based usability experiments require clear tasks, 
documented correct paths, tracking of each click, tracking if participants were able to find the 
correct information, and assessing the ease of completing each task via response scales. The first 
click test was documented using the Unity3D software for each task and user. User satisfaction 
and overall user experience were collected using the System Usability Scale (SUS) survey and a 
custom post-experiment survey.  
The SUS provided a quick and easy to use tool for measuring usability. It is a 10 item 
questionnaire with five response options from strongly agree to strongly disagree that is 
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commonly used in software usability testing (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 
2019a). The survey questions are listed in Appendix B.  
User preference, in the context of this research, is defined as the subjective results from 
the user preference survey. A look at which methods and task combinations result in the highest 
overall survey scores was used to determine if the user’s preferences match the objective data of 
time to complete and accuracy of each menu design.  
 User preference was analyzed by subjective survey questions, using the same best 
practices, outlined by the U.S Department of Health and Human Services guidelines for SUS 
survey creation, for creating user preference survey questions (U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, 2019b). These questions specifically asked the user questions about design 
aspects of the three different menu designs. This survey was modeled after the SUS survey and 
followed an identical question format and scoring scheme. The participants answered each 
question on a 1-5 scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The survey questions 
are listed in Appendix B. 
As a way to determine if a menu design individually left overall good feeling with the 
users, the user preference surveys were scored to allow for further analysis. For this survey 
analysis the definition of user preference was altered from its original meaning of “individually 
selected preference” to mean “does this menu design have attributes that would make the user 
want to prefer it over another.” This allowed for an analysis of survey data for all three-menu 
design and for comparisons to be made with objective survey data. When scoring the user 
preference survey, if survey score was > 68 then the corresponding user preference for that 
particular menu design was deemed successful. Overall for menu design and method type, if the 
cumulative successfully scoring surveys are equal to >= 70% then it was deemed a success for 
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the corresponding menu design or method type. Also, if the results from the accepted time to 
complete results, and the accepted accuracy results are >= 70% then it was deemed a success for 
the corresponding menu design or method type.  
Participants were asked to complete a custom post experiment survey after they 
completed each menu design type. The survey questions gauged their overall perception of the 
design and allowed for further insight into their performance and reactions. The results from this 
survey would be separated by question and averaged across all the participants for each of the 
three design types. The list of the post experiment survey questions is listed below.  
 
Post Experiment Survey Questions  
1. How natural did your interactions with the VR module seem?  
1 (None)   2 (Somewhat)      3 (Moderately)       4(Natural)         5(Very Natural) 
2. How natural was the mechanism which controlled movement in the VR environment?  
1 (None)   2 (Somewhat)      3 (Moderately)       4(Natural)         5(Very Natural) 
3. How quickly did you adjust to the VR menu experience?  
1 (None)   2 (Somewhat)      3 (Moderately)       4(Quickly)         5(Very Quickly) 
4. How proficient in moving and interacting with the VR environment did you feel at the 
end of the experience?  
1(None)   2 (Somewhat)      3 (Moderately)       4(Proficient)         5(Very Proficient) 
5. How much did the control devices interfere with the performance of assigned tasks or 
with other activities? 
1(None)   2 (Somewhat)      3 (Moderately)       4(Distracted)         5(Could not perform 
task) 
6. How easy to use was this menu type?  
1(Not Easy)   2 (Somewhat easy)      3 (Moderately)       4(Easy)         5(Very Easy) 
7. How intuitive was using this menu type?  




Participants were also asked to complete the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) to assess 
intuitiveness of each menu design. The NASA TLX is a widely used assessment tool that focuses 
on perceived mental workload when performing a task. Developed by NASA’s Ames Research 
Center, it has been widely used in a variety of applications and been extensively cited (Human 
Performance Research Group, 1986). The questionnaire has six subscales: mental demand, 
physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration. For each task, each 
subscale is rated on a 100-point scale in 5-point increments. An example questionnaire is located 
in Appendix B. 
For the first click test, if >= 70% of all the tasks per menu design and method type result 
in a correct first click, then it was counted as an accept score, otherwise it received a fail score. 
For the SUS survey, if the score of a survey was > 68, which followed the SUS survey scoring 
guidelines, then the corresponding usability was deemed successful (U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services, 2019a). Overall for menu design and method type, if the cumulative 
successful surveys were equal to >= 70%, for all users, then it was deemed a success for the 
corresponding menu design or method type. When focusing on frustration specifically, for each 
menu design type if the overall mean of the frustration factor was >= to 70% then it was deemed 
a success for the corresponding menu design. 
These results overall were analyzed using statistical tests in Minitab to show any 
significant differences between the factors along with if the p value suggest we reject or do not 
reject the null hypothesis. The null hypothesis is generally defined as assuming the response 




5.5 Results  
Before beginning the experiment, participants were asked three questions about their 
general skill levels concerning their knowledge of VR, video game playing experience, and their 
overall general computer experience. These questions were intended to show the capture of a 
wide range of experience in the population and to allow the assessment of relationship between 
experience and the perceived usability, intuitiveness, and user preference of the three menu 

























































The time it took each user to complete the tasks was also collected in this study. It was of 
interest to the research team if the participant’s prior knowledge in VR, computers, and/or video 
games would affect the overall completion time. One-way ANOVAs were run in Minitab to 
determine if there were any differences in the means of the completion time data for the Stacked 
menu categorized by each of demographics questions (VR knowledge, computer experience, and 
video game experience.) The one-way ANOVA and Tukey results showed no significant 
differences in the completion times across the different experience levels for VR knowledge [F 
(3, 53) = 0.24, p = 0.868]. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the 
average time to complete results (sec.) for no VR knowledge (M=166.1, SD = 49.3) was similar 
to basic VR knowledge (M=170.6, SD = 57.8), average VR knowledge (M=159.1, SD = 42.7) 
and above average VR knowledge (M=153.3, SD=47). The one-way ANOVA and Tukey results 
showed no significant differences in the completion times across the different experience levels 
for video game experience [F (3, 53) = 1.27, p = 0.294]. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey 
HSD test indicated that the average time to complete results (sec.) for no video game experience 
(M=181.4, SD = 59.3) was similar to basic video game experience (M=148.87, SD = 32.66), 
average video game experience (M=165.1, SD = 57.6), above average video game experience 
(M=157.6, SD=49.7), and expert video game experience (M=208.3, SD=28.1).  The one-way 
ANOVA and Tukey results showed no significant differences in the completion times across the 
different experience levels for computer experience [F (3, 53) = 0.63, p = 0.602]. Post hoc 
comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the average time to complete results (sec.) 
for basic computer experience (M=146.4, SD = 45.9) was similar to average computer 
experience (M=172.3, SD = 53.4), above average computer experience (M=167.9, SD=50.8), 
and expert computer experience (M=154.9, SD=47.3).  These results were encouraging and 
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allowed the research team to have confidence that any effects on prior knowledge were mitigated 
in the within subject design as shown by the similar means and ANOVA results. 
The post experiment survey question subjective and objective results were separated by 






















Table 5.1 Post Experiment Survey Question Results: descriptive results (frequencies) 
  Count 
Question 1 None 2 Somewhat 3 Moderately 4 Natural 
5 Very 
Natural 
1. How natural did 
your interactions with 
the VR module seem? 
Stacked 
0 1 2 19 32 
Radial 
2 18 17 15 2 
Spatial 
3 5 18 19 9 
2. How natural was the 
mechanism which 
controlled movement 
in the VR 
environment? 
Stacked 
0 0 4 17 33 
Radial 
2 24 9 16 3 
Spatial 
2 9 15 19 9 
3. How quickly did 
you adjust to the VR 
menu experience? 
Stacked 
0 0 2 15 37 
Radial 
1 10 21 16 6 
Spatial 
2 4 13 22 13 
4. How proficient in 
moving and interacting 
with the VR 
environment did you 
feel at the end of the 
experience? 
Stacked 
0 0 1 16 37 
Radial 
1 13 15 17 8 
Spatial 
2 2 11 26 13 
5. How much did the 
control devise interfere 
with the performance 
of assigned tasks or 
with other activities? 
Stacked 
44 8 2 0 0 
Radial 
8 17 13 15 1 
Spatial 
20 20 9 4 1 
6. How easy to use was 
this menu type? 
Stacked 
0 0 0 19 35 
Radial 
10 15 14 10 5 
Spatial 
5 6 13 22 8 
7. How memorable or 
intuitive was using this 
menu type? 
Stacked 
0 0 2 26 26 
Radial 
4 10 19 17 4 
Spatial 




The post experiment survey questions were codified for each participant on a 5-point 
scale, with 5 being the most positive and 1 the most negative, and then a Kruskal-Wallis test was 
performed to compare the three menu designs for each question.  
Table 5.2 Post Experiment Survey Question Results: Inferential results (Kruskal-Wallis) 













1. How natural did your interactions with 
the VR module seem? 
Radial 4 62.1 -3.73 
45.14 2 
0.000 Spatial 4 69.1 -2.38 
Stacked 5 113.3 6.11 
Overall 81.5    
2. How natural was the mechanism which 
controlled movement in the VR 
environment? 
Radial 4 67 -2.79 
36.03 2 
0.000 Spatial 4 67.9 -2.61 
Stacked 5 109.6 5.38 
Overall 81.5    
3. How quickly did you adjust to the VR 
menu experience? 
Radial 4 58.2 -4.46 
45.35 2 
0.000 Spatial 4 73.1 -1.61 
Stacked 5 113.2 6.08 
Overall 81.5    
4. How proficient in moving and 
interacting with the VR environment did 
you feel at the end of the experience? 
Radial 3 70.6 -2.09 
27.32 2 
0.000 Spatial 3 68.2 -2.55 
Stacked 5 105.6 4.63 
Overall 81.5    
5. How much did the control devise 
interfere with the performance of 
assigned tasks or with other activities? 
Radial 3 111.4 5.74 
55.01 2 
0.000 Spatial 2 84.5 0.57 
Stacked 1 48.6 -6.31 
Overall 81.5    
6. How easy to use was this menu type? 
Radial 3 51 -5.86 
67.72 2 
0.000 Spatial 4 72.4 1.74 
Stacked 5 121.1 7.59 
Overall 81.5    
7. How memorable or intuitive was using 
this menu type? 
Radial 3 56.5 -4.79 
45.66 2 0.000 
Spatial 4 74.5 -1.34 
Stacked 4 113.5 6.14 
Overall 81.5    
 
A normality and ANOVA test were performed to compare the overall averaged scores of 
all the questions from the post experimental data for each participant and then compared by 
design. Although many hypothesis tests are formally based on the assumption of normality, good 
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results can still be obtained using these methods with non-normal data if the sample size is large 
enough. Often, if the sample size is over 20, the relationship between robustness to normality and 
sample size is based on the central limit theorem. This theorem proves that the distribution of the 
mean of data from any distribution approaches the normal distribution as the sample size 
increases. Therefore, the use of a parametric test, such as the one-way ANOVA was acceptable 
with the data set. These results are shown in the table below.  










Mean 4.061 3.341 3.447 
St. Dev. 0.4008 0.4129 0.4815 
N 54 54 54 
AD 3.916 0.896 0.609 
P-Value <0.005 0.021 0.108 
 
The one-way ANOVA’s results with an alpha=0.05 was performed on the post 
experimental survey data’s average score for each participant. The one-way ANOVA and Tukey 
results showed significant differences in the survey data across the different menu designs [F (2, 
161) = 43.43, p = 0.00]. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the 
average survey results for the Radial menu (M=3.3413, SD = 0.4129) was lower than the Spatial 
menu (M=3.4471, SD = 0.4815) which was lower than the Stacked menu (M=4.0608, SD = 
0.4008).   
Because of the non-normality of the Spatial and Radial design, a Kruskal-Wallis Test was 
also performed to validate the information obtained by the ANOVA test. Both the ANOVA and 
the Kruskal-Wallis Test have p values that are below the 0.05 threshold. These results match the 
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ANOVA results and confirm that there are significant differences between the medians of the 
menu designs of the post experimental survey final results for each participant.  
The Kruskal-Wallis test compared the median scores of the results of the usability survey 
from the three designs. There were significant differences found between the three sets of survey 
results, shown by the p value = 0. These results confirmed the results reported in table 5.4 that 
suggested that the Stacked menu was rated most favorably and the Radial the least usable.  
A normality test was done for all the NASA TLX results for all three menu designs and it 
was determined that none of the data sets followed a normal distribution.  Because of the non-
normality of the results a Kruskal-Wallis test was performed for each section of the NASA TLX 
survey to determine any differences in means between the three designs. The Kruskal-Wallis 
results with the p values < 0.05 for all six different sections of the survey show that there is a 
significant difference in the medians of the data collected between the three menu designs. The 
frustration subscale was of particular interest as a measure of the intuitiveness of the menu 
design. From these results, the research team can deduce that the Radial design caused the 
highest levels of frustration over the Spatial with the Stacked causing very little reported 
frustration with users. The inferential results from the user preference survey reported significant 
differences between the medians of the three menu designs. The table below details the Kruskal 
Wallis results from the post experiment survey, SUS usability survey, NASA TLX, and the user 






Table 5.4 Kruskal-Wallis Test Results for Post Experiment Survey, SUS usability survey, 
NASA TLX, and User Preference Survey 
  Factor (menu design) Median 
Average 









Radial 56.25 50.8 -5.89 
61.57 2 0.000 
Spatial 72.5 73.5 -1.53 
Stacked 90 120.2 7.42 
Overall   81.5   
SUS Survey Inferential results (Kruskal-Wallis Test) 
SUS Survey 
Radial 57.5 52 -5.65 
55.7 2 0.000 
Spatial 75 74.3 -1.38 
Stacked 88.75 118.2 7.03 
Overall   81.5   
NASA TLX Inferential results (Kruskal-Wallis Test) 
Mental 
Demand 
Radial 0.4 104.2 4.35 
38.43 2 0.000 
Spatial 0.3 89.9 1.61 
Stacked 0.125 50.4 -5.96 
Overall 81.5   
Physical 
Demand 
Radial 0.25 93.9 2.38 
44.26 2 0.000 
Spatial 0.35 103 4.12 
Stacked 0.05 47.6 -6.5 
Overall 81.5   
Temporal 
Demand 
Radial 0.2 97.7 3.1 
14.9 2 0.001 
Spatial 0.15 83.2 0.038 
Stacked 0.1 63.4 -3.48 
Overall 81.5   
Performance 
Radial 0.35 109.1 5.3 
41.06 2 0.000 
Spatial 0.15 83.4 0.36 
Stacked 0.1 52 -5.66 
Overall 81.5   
Effort 
Radial 0.5 113 6.04 
64.8 2 0.000 
Spatial 0.3 89.5 1.53 
Stacked 0.1 42 -7.58 
Overall 81.5   
Frustration 
Radial 0.35 113.8 6.2 
69.11 2 0.000 
Spatial 0.175 89.4 1.52 
Stacked 0.05 41.3 -7.72 
Overall 81.5   




Radial 56.25 50.8 -5.89 
61.57 2 0.000 
Spatial 72.5 73.5 -1.53 
Stacked 90 120.2 7.42 






Table 5.5 details the overall results for the first click test, the SUS Survey results, and 
accuracy.  
Table 5.5 First click test, accuracy, and SUS Survey descriptive results 
First Click Test 
% of participants 
that failed to 
select the correct 

















Stacked 0% Stacked 92% Stacked 96.30% 
Radial 7.41% Radial 43% Radial 35.19% 
Spatial 5.56% Spatial 64% Spatial 70.37% 
 
All of the participants selected the correct option with their first selection for the Stacked 
design and an only a small percentage of the participants failed to select the correct option on the 
first click for the Radial and Spatial. Less than half of the participants were about to complete all 
the tasks without any mistakes for the Radial design and only 35% of the participants ranked the 
Radial design on the usability survey with an overall acceptable score. Similarly, to the task 
performance results, the Stacked design was preferred and was performed most accurately over 
the Spatial and then the Radial.  
Table 5.6 reports the percentage of participants that reported a frustration score (> 70%) 
that indicated that the menu design was frustrating to use. According to the results, 40% of the 
participant’s survey results indicated that the Radial design caused significant frustration, 






Table 5.6 Frustration results by percent 
Design Type 
% of participants that indicated by a more than 





Table 5.7 shows the percentage of the participants that rated the menu design on the User 
Preference survey with a score of >68, Figure 5.4 illustrates the number of participants that 
stated which menu design was their favorite or preferred design.  
Table 5.7 User Preference Survey Results 




























Unlike the other data collected, the Stacked menu design received the highest percentage 
of acceptable scores from the User Preference survey and was voted the favorite menu design by 
over 88% of the participants.  
5.6 Discussion 
Demographics of the user sample can often give insight into the overall results or allow 
for plausible explanations of unusual or unexpected results. In an effort to capture the potential 
wide variety of skill and knowledge levels within the sample, the users were asked to share their 
level of computer experience, VR knowledge, and video game playing experience prior to 
completing the experiment. All 54 users reported having some level of computer knowledge, 
over half of the participants identified their video game playing experiences as average or better, 
and only a third of the participants stated that they had zero prior knowledge of VR. These user 
demographic questions that were asked pre-experiment were codified and the results analyzed in 
Minitab. A matrix plot was created to determine if there were any visible correlations between 
the indicated skill levels of the participants and the overall task performance results (i.e. the total 
amount of time it took to complete each menu design). One possible outcome was that 
participants with less knowledge and experience would also have a higher task performance time 
for the different menu designs. This hypothesis was based on the previous research by Bailey et. 
al. that indicated that tasks with a higher learning curve resulted in lower overall task 
performance (Bailey et al., 2000). Figure 5.5 features this matrix plot and does not show any 
correlations between skill levels and task performance.  This data confirms the results collected 
in the statistical analysis above that found that no statistical difference between the prior 





Figure 5.5 Matrix Plot: Demographics vs. Task Performance for all Participants 
  
Another matrix plot was created to also determine if there were any correlations between 
the skill levels (video game experience, computer experience, knowledge of VR) and the post 
experiment survey data collected for each participant for each menu (average stacked, average 
radial, average spatial). The plot failed to show any such correlations and thus we can assume 
that the level of skill and knowledge of VR environments, video game playing experience, and 
computer experience did not significantly affect the results. This plot also allows for the 
graphical confirmation of the statistical results performed that reported no difference between the 

































Figure 5.6 Matrix Plot: Demographics vs. Post Experiment Survey Results  
 
Regarding the post experimental survey data, each data set for the menu designs failed 
the normality test and because of this a Kruskal-Wallis test was performed. For each of the seven 
questions asked in the survey the p value, when comparing between the three menu designs, was 
zero for all seven questions. This result showed that the medians for survey data for each design 
was statistically different with the Radial receiving the worst survey responses, then Spatial and 
then Stacked with the best overall responses. The reported z-values also tell an interesting story. 
For almost all seven questions, the average rating for the Stacked design was either close to or 
over six standard deviations higher than the average rating across all designs. These results 
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Matrix Plot: Demographics Vs. Post Experiment Survey Results
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rated it the superior design. The survey data was also turned into an averaged overall score for 
each participant. This averaged data was then analyzed with an ANOVA and Tukey results. This 
test indicated that, on average, participants ranked the Stacked menu design at a more favorable 
level, given a mean of 4.06 with Spatial and Radial coming in second and third. Interestingly, all 
three menu designs had similar standard deviations of approximately 0.4 indicating that there 
was not a lot of variation in the responses for each of the menu designs across the participants. A 
Kruskal-Wallis test was also performed on this data to validate the ANOVA results. These 
results mirrored the ANOVA’s results with a p-value of zero and also complimented the z values 
from the results in Table 5.2. The final survey results when averaged together to a final score per 
participant had an average rating for the Stacked design that was over seven standard deviations 
higher than the overall average rating across all designs. Likewise, the Radial design was over 
five standard deviations below the average rating illustrating the vast differences in the overall 
data collected.  
First click test results were very encouraging. Only participants using the Radial and 
Spatial designs failed to pass the test and those failures were limited to fewer than 8% of the 
participants. The Stacked design again outperformed the other two designs with every participant 
selecting the correct option on their first selection. These results mirrored the results from Sauro 
indicating that a correct first click from a user results in a high probability that the task will be 
completed correctly (Sauro, 2011). 
A Kruskal-Wallis test was performed on the SUS survey results and showed that the p 
value was zero indicating that there was a difference in the medians of the survey data between 
the three designs. The z-values reported the average rating for the Stacked was over 7 standard 
deviations higher than the average rating, the Radial was more than 5 standard deviations below 
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the average rating, and the Spatial was approximately 1.4 standard deviations below the average 
rating. The SUS descriptive survey results, which specifically asked questions about the overall 
usability of each design type, closely aligned with the post experimental survey results. This can 
also be said for the accuracy results with the Stacked design outperforming the Spatial and the 
Spatial outperforming the Radial. When looking at these three measures and comparing the ratio 
differences between the results, the percentage differences between all three menu designs were 
also very similar across the SUS and accuracy factors. Similarly, the frustration factor percentage 
results indicated that the Stacked design was the least frustrating with the Spatial next and the 
Radial receiving the highest percentage of frustration ratings. The similarity of all these factors 
in the overall results which placed the Stacked menu design as the most useable and intuitive 
design, validates the team’s original assumption that the Stacked menu would perform favorably. 
These results also mirror the results found from the 2016 study by Jeong et. al. that showed that 
the combination of a stacked menu design and a ray casted selector in a VR environment had 
good user performance and subject responses (Jeong et al., 2016).  
The normality test performed on the NASA TLX results failed to show that the data 
collected followed a normal curve. In response to the normality results a Kruskal-Wallis test was 
also performed on the data for each of the six sections of the survey. A p value of zero was found 
for all the categories except for the Temporal demand which had a p value of 0.001. Because the 
p values did not exceed the 0.05 value, the medians are statistically different between the three 
menu designs for each NASA TLX category with the Stacked outperforming the Spatial and 
Radial. The z-values reported from this test showed commonality between the three designs in 
terms of how the participants ranked each design. The average rating for the Radial design was 
three to five standard deviations higher than the Spatial average rating for each of the six 
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categories except for physical demand, which reported the Spatial as having the highest average 
rating at over four standard deviations above the average rating for all designs.  
 Finally, the Kruskal-Wallis test performed on the user preference data for the three menu 
designs reported a p value of zero and showed that the medians are statistically different between 
the menu designs. The z-values reported for user preference follow the same pattern shown in the 
results from the SUS and Post Experimental survey results with the Stacked menu design having 
an average rating of over seven standard deviations higher than the oveall average rating.  
Mirroring the overall results collected from the usability and intuitiveness factors, the Stacked 
menu received the most favorable results from the user preference survey and the Radial 
received the worst.  
5.7 Limitation 
A limitation that was discovered when developing the survey included how to deal with 
any bias from the subjective survey results. Champ et. al., when studying approaches to mitigate 
hypothetical bias, found that when using a “follow-up certainty treatment,” the provided survey 
results were statistically similar to the actual results gathered from the study (Champ, Moore, & 
Bishop, 2009). This same methodology can be used in this research by adding additional survey 
questions after the initial questions that ask the user how certain they were about their previous 
response. They indicated their answer on an interval scale from 0-10 where 0 is absolutely 
uncertain and a 10 is absolutely certain. This approach leads the user to answer in a more truthful 
manner thus allowing for the final result to reflect the real-world state with less bias (Champ). 
After analyzing the data from the initial results, the existence of any abnormal data that would 
have led the research team to believe that bias played a significant role in the results was not 
found. Thus, the researcher did not apply a follow-up certainty treatment.  
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Other limitations included the difficulty in resolving potential discrepancies between the 
objective results and the survey results. The mitigation plans included understanding any 
response bias, either from poorly constructed survey questions, demographic variables, or 
extreme data outliners. Ensuring that the appropriate questions were asked, any influential 
demographic variables are included and tracked, and proper analysis of the results aided in 
improving the overall reliability between the numerical and survey results. Fortunately, the 
objective and subject results for the menu designs were all complimentary.  
Also, a key difference between the Stacked, Radial, and Spatial menus was that the 
Stacked menu was always visible unlike the Radial and Spatial where the user had to press a 
button on their handheld controllers to see the menu. Future work should compare multiple, 
always visible menus to determine if the observed benefits of the Stacked menu were attributable 
to the fact that the user could always see the menu. 
 
5.8 Conclusion 
This research into the three menu designs from a totally subjective approach has resulted 
in several insightful results with respect to usability, intuitiveness and user preference. In terms 
of workload, the Stacked menu outperformed both the Radial and Spatial menu designs. The 
Radial design generally performed worse than Spatial, however, when analyzing the codified 
data, the means from both are very close for most of the questions. These results show that the 
hypothesis predicting the Stacked would be the best performer was correct, but also show that 
the Spatial could be a second option if usability and intuitive updates were applied to the design.   
Based on the user preference survey results, frustration level, usability survey results, and 
post experiment survey results, the Stacked menu design should be used in VR environments and 
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the Spatial and Radial menu should, in general, be avoided. The Stacked menu design not only 
outperformed the other two designs, but also was selected as the favorite design by the 
overwhelming majority of the participants. Overall, the Stacked menu design was the best design 
for the tasks used in the current study with the Spatial menu design having potential to be a 






SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
In summary, this research focused on three unique menu designs 1) Stacked, 2) Radial, 
and 3) Spatial organized according to two different Methods 1) top-down organization and 2) 
bottom-up organization.  
The Stacked menu included UI’s that were 2D panels in the 3D environment. The 
participant selected each UI by means of a laser pointer which was controlled by the participants 
hand-held controller. The Radial menu included UI’s that were buttons attached to the 
participant’s hand-held controller and arranged in a circle around the user’s hand. Buttons were 
selected by the participant using the thumb-stick on the controller to navigate to and select each 
option. The Spatial menu included UI’s that were 3D spherical objects that appeared around the 
participant’s hand in the environment. The participant would physically move their hand to touch 
the object to make selections.  
Method-TD (top-down method) asked the participants to first open the folder and select 
the correct file, and then they needed to select the graph type and then the variables. In contrast, 
Method-BU (bottom-up method) asked the participants to open the folder and select the file and 
then to select the variables needed before choosing the graph type. The hypothesis was that the 
menu’s organization would affect the overall performance. Nine different tasks to create a 3D 
graph within the environment were given to the participants for each menu design type and 
method type so each participant in total completed 27 tasks by the end of the experiment.    
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Fifty-four total participants were included in this study. Half of the participants were over 
the age of 30 with the other half being younger than 30 years.  A VR test environment was 
created for the Oculus Rift S headset using the Unity3D software.   Prior to starting the 
experiment, each participant was asked demographics questions that allowed them to self-rank 
their prior VR experience, video gaming experience, and general computer knowledge.  A 
training period allowed every participant to learn how to use the controllers and to practice the 
interactions for each menu design. This was done primarily to reduce the initial learning curve 
before any data was collected which could skew the overall results.   
Five different variables were selected which included: task performance, accuracy, 
usability, intuitiveness, and user preference. Both objective and subjective data was collected 
towards these variables. Also, a NGOMSL analysis was conducted using the Cogulator software 
to determine the standard time for each task using each menu design. Based on previous 
research, the team’s hypothesis was that the Stacked and Spatial menu designs would outperform 
the Radial menu design and that the Spatial menu design using Method-TD to organize the menu 
options would rank the highest across all the variables.  
A literature review was conducted and arranged into a meta-analysis covering related 
works in virtual environments, use of VR for testing, UI design and development, and other 
related topics. Over 2,395 abstracts were reviewed from databases such as Google Scholar and 
EBSCO host via the Mississippi State University library system. From these abstracts, 50 articles 
were included in the meta-analysis. The topics outlined in the review included visualizations, 
software and hardware, interaction design, haptic feedback, environments, ray-casting, pre-
attentive processing, color, form, spatial position, shape, figure-ground, similarity, grouping, 
size, pre-attentive bias, and negative and positives of using VR.    
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Study 1 focused on the NGOMSL model results, compared the Method-TD to Method-
BU by subjective variables and explored if there were differences found between the predicted 
times to complete and the recorded times. The Cogulator software allowed for each method type 
to be broken down into simple tasks such as “look”, “click” and “hear,” to which a time was 
applied to each action.  These task times were added up to result in an overall menu design 
completion time which assumed that no errors were made.  The Cogulator’s analysis predicted 
that there would be no difference in task time between Method-TD and Method-BU for the three 
menu designs. This was expected because the only difference between the two methods was the 
order in which options were selected. The Cogulator also predicted that the Spatial menu design 
should take the least amount of time with the Radial menu and then Stacked menu falling in 
behind. This however was not the results found from our participant data. The Stacked design 
was completed much faster than the Spatial menu and the Radial menu took the most time of the 
three. The researcher hypothesizes a design feature that caused button locations to differ based 
on the user’s hand location, and overall cumbersomeness of the Spatial menu design compared to 
the Stacked menu design may have played a part in the longer than expected completion times.  
When comparing the completion times to the Cogulator times independently, task completion 
times for the Stacked menu for both Method-TD and Method-BU were shorter than the 
Cogulator’s times for all the tasks. The other two designs had completion times greater than the 
Cogulator’s times for both methods. An ANOVA found that the means for Method-TD and 
Method-BU were not significantly different at the 0.05 significance level for all three menu 
designs. The same results were recorded for ANOVA tests ran on the accuracy data, and 
frustration levels. This indicated that there was no significant difference in performance between 
method types. Two matrix plots were created to identify any correlation between video game 
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experience, method type, completion times, and post experiment survey results. These plots did 
not show any correlations and indicated that prior video game experience did not affect the 
overall performance levels regardless of menu design or method type.  The subjective variable 
results showed that the means between both methods were not significantly different and that the 
Stacked menu received the most favorable scores, which mirrored the results from the other 
analyses.  The NGOMSL study results show that there is no significant difference between 
Method-TD and Method-BU, but also revealed large differences between the reported 
completion times and the predicted times.  
Study 2 focused on task performance and accuracy for the three menu designs. The 
Cogulator was used to determine the standard completion time for each task. An expected 
maximum time to complete threshold was defined for each task based on the Cogulator time plus 
a buffer of 30%. Custom software developed using the Unity3D software collected the start and 
end times for each task in VR. After the results were collected, a normality test was conducted 
on the data using Minitab software. The normality test showed that the Stacked and Spatial data 
sets for task performance (i.e. time to complete) could be considered normal, but the Radial was 
right-skewed and had outliers. A one-way ANOVA was performed on the three data sets and 
showed significant differences in the means for all three. When considering the results against 
the given standard time threshold, right at 60% of the participants for the Spatial and over 75% 
of participants for the Radial did not complete all nine tasks in the allotted time. Stacked, on the 
other hand, performed very well with only a few participants exceeding the threshold time limit. 
Next, accuracy was calculated by determining whether each participant completed a task without 
making any mistakes. Over 30% of all participants could not complete the tasks accurately when 
using the Radial menu. For the Spatial and Stacked menu designs, accuracy was much better 
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with fewer than 8% of participants making errors when using the Stacked menu design and fewer 
than 30% when using the Spatial menu design.  
Study 3 focused on the usability, intuitiveness, and user preference of the three menu 
designs. Usability was analyzed through both objective and subjective data including the time to 
completion, accuracy, first click test, post experiment survey and SUS survey data. Intuitiveness 
was assessed using the NASA TLX survey results and a deep dive into the frustration sub-scale. 
User preference was evaluated by an user preference survey which mirrored the SUS survey in 
design and scoring. Each participant was also asked to rate which menu design was their 
preferred design. Limits were set to help determine if a menu design could be recommended 
based on the results. For the objective and post experiment survey results, if the overall 
percentage of results was >= 70%, then the design could be recommended. The SUS survey 
results and the user preference results used a threshold of >68, which was the pre-defined 
pass/fail point for this survey. General demographics questions about participant skill level for 
VR, video games, and computer experience were included in this study with an overall general 
spread of skill levels for each question across all the participants. A matrix plot showed no 
evidence of correlations between self-reported skill levels and the dependent variables. All of the 
participants selected the correct option and passed the first click test when using the Stacked 
menu design. However, 7.41% of participants failed when using the Radial menu design and 
5.56% of participants failed when using the Spatial menu design. Over 90% of the participants 
completed the tasks accurately and within the time limit when using the Stacked menu design. 
The SUS survey results showed that 96.3% of participants gave the Stacked menu design a score 
>68 and 70.4% of participants gave the Spatial menu design a score >68. Only 35.2% of 
participants scored the Radial menu design above 68 on the SUS. On the NASA TLX, the 
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Stacked menu design outperformed the other two menu designs on all five subscales with only 
8% of participants indicating that the Stacked menu design left them frustrated. An ANOVA 
showed that the means of the scores for the Radial and Spatial were somewhat close, but the 
Stacked still outperformed both significantly. The user preference survey results showed that 
94% of participants scored the Stacked menu with a passing score, but only 64% and 24% did 
the same for the Spatial and Radial, respectively. The collective subjective results from this study 
all agree that the Stacked menu was the most usable, least frustrating, and most preferred of the 
three designs.  
In conclusion, this study shows that the interaction design factors played a much larger 
role in the overall performance than the organizational design factors. Based on the culmination 
of the results from the three studies, the researcher can only recommend the Stacked menu 
design. This design however, comes with some limitations including its constant visibility in 
environments which could be a nuisance to user moving around freely within the space. A 
possible proposal is to introduce a Stacked-Spatial hybrid menu design that allowed the user to 
select options using a ray-cast method (i.e. laser), but that was attached to the participant’s hand-
held controller and was only visible when needing to select an option like the Spatial menu. 
Future research could include the creation of this menu design and have participants complete 
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Table B.1 Menu and Interaction VR Design Study – Pre-Experiment Survey 
Please answer the questions to the best of your knowledge: 
Circle one 
Demographic Questions: 
1. Gender: Male / Female                  
2. Age range:   18-25,   26-29,  30-35,   36-45,   46-55,   56+ 
3. Student Ranking: undergraduate / graduate 
4. Nationality: International, non-American citizen / American citizen  
 
Experience Questions:  
1. How do you evaluate your knowledge in virtual reality technology?  
0 (None)     1 (basic)      2 (Average)       3(Above Average)         4(Expert) 
2. How would you rate yourself in regards to video game playing experience? 
0 (None)     1 (basic)      2 (Average)       3(Above Average)         4(Expert) 
3. How would you rate yourself in regards to general computer experience and knowledge? 
0 (None)     1 (basic)      2 (Average)       3(Above Average)         4(Expert) 
COVID-19 Questions: 
• In the past 2 weeks, have you been in close contact with anyone with confirmed COVID-
19 virus who is still in their isolation period or still has symptoms? 
• In the last 2 weeks, have you been in close contact with anyone who is currently awaiting 
their COVID-19 test results? 
• Have you had a fever and cough within the last 24 hours that you cannot attribute to 
another known health condition? 
• Have you had a shortness of breath within the last 24 hours that you cannot attribute to 
another known health condition? 
• Do you feel generally unwell for any reason? For example, do you have a new 
unexplained muscle aches, new sore throat, new GI distress or other new changes in your 




Table B.2 Menu and Interaction VR Design Study – Post-Experiment Survey 
Please answer the questions to the best of your knowledge: 
Circle one  
Stacked MENU Only 
1. How natural did your interactions with the VR module seem?  
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Natural)         4(Very Natural) 
2. How natural was the mechanism which controlled movement in the VR 
environment?  
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Natural)         4(Very Natural) 
3. How quickly did you adjust to the VR menu experience?  
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Quickly)         4(Very Quickly) 
4. How proficient in moving and interacting with the VR environment did you 
feel at the end of the experience?  
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Proficient)         4(Very Proficient) 
5. How much did the control devices interfere with the performance of assigned 
tasks or with other activities? 
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Distracted)         4(Could not perform 
task) 
6. How easy to use what this menu type?  
0 (Not Easy)   1 (Somewhat easy)      2 (Moderately)       3(Easy)         4(Very Easy) 
7. How memorable was using this menu type?  
0 (Not Very)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Intuitive)         4(Very Intuitive) 
Radial Menu ONLY 
8. How natural did your interactions with the VR module seem?  
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Natural)         4(Very Natural) 
9. How natural was the mechanism which controlled movement in the VR 
environment?  
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Natural)         4(Very Natural) 
10. How quickly did you adjust to the VR menu experience?  
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Quickly)         4(Very Quickly) 
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11. How proficient in moving and interacting with the VR environment did you 
feel at the end of the experience?  
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Proficient)         4(Very Proficient) 
12. How much did the control devices interfere with the performance of assigned 
tasks or with other activities? 
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Distracted)         4(Could not perform 
task) 
13. How easy to use what this menu type?  
0 (Not Easy)   1 (Somewhat easy)      2 (Moderately)       3(Easy)         4(Very Easy) 
14. How memorable was using this menu type?  
0 (Not Very)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Intuitive)         4(Very Intuitive) 
Spatial Menu ONLY  
15. How natural did your interactions with the VR module seem?  
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Natural)         4(Very Natural) 
16. How natural was the mechanism which controlled movement in the VR 
environment?  
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Natural)         4(Very Natural) 
17. How quickly did you adjust to the VR menu experience?  
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Quickly)         4(Very Quickly) 
18. How proficient in moving and interacting with the VR environment did you 
feel at the end of the experience?  
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Proficient)         4(Very Proficient) 
19. How much did the control devices interfere with the performance of assigned 
tasks or with other activities? 
0 (None)   1 (Somewhat)      2 (Moderately)       3(Distracted)         4(Could not perform 
task) 
20. How easy to use what this menu type?  
0 (Not Easy)   1 (Somewhat easy)      2 (Moderately)       3(Easy)         4(Very Easy) 
21. How memorable was using this menu type?  




Table B.3 SUS Questions for Usability 
1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.  
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree  
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
3. I thought the system was easy to use. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
9. I felt very confident using the system. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system 




Table B.4 SUS Style Questions for User Preference  
1. I was very satisfied with the current features of the menu design.  
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
 
2. I felt that there were features lacking in the menu design. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
 
3. I felt my natural movements in the environment were well represented with the headset. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
 
4. I became frustrated often when trying to move in the environment. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
 
5. I felt that I adjusted to the VR environment quickly. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
 
6. I felt the environment was not well suited for me.  
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
 
7. I thought this menu design was easy to use. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
 
8. I felt that this design may cause others trouble.  
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
 
9. I remembered a lot about this menu type and how to interact with it. 
1-Strongly Disagree; 2-Disagree; 3-Neutral; 4-Agree; 5-Strongly Agree 
 
10. I felt that this menu design did not make sense.  




Table B.5 NASA TLX Survey  
 
